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BULLETIN - - EQUITAS
has been informed that Professor
. Bostjan Zupancic is considering ·
leaving NYLS due to difficulties in
negotiations with the ·administra- tion. Details to follow in next issue.

.April 1979 .

, by Robert Hicks.
_ Keith Fell, President of the Student
~
'
Bar Association, resigned from tliat position, Wednesday, March 14, submitlb!g a
letter of l"eS~tion to the Executive
CouciloftheSBA.
- "'
Tne three ~ letter of resignation
was read at the end of the""'March 14·meeting by Daniel Chavez, Vi~Premdent1of
the SBA, who assumed the office of Presideiit upon.Mr. ~ell'~ res~tion for
ttmaiajngmonth of the tenn.:Fell left. the
meeting prior to the ~ g of.the le~ ·
·and ~ th~fore unable to .respond _to
guestiohs raised l>y memoers ,,-of •the
-

:the

C<luneir
· :.

•
T,vo dise~ cit.ed
In his lettel'~ Fell·cites "two diseases
that have M~ New .Y ork Lp.w,School~
:whieh. have led to his harboring of "op~.
-riio~ whi~ preclude hipl fropi ~_g an
effective leader. The first of these "diseases"-~ the ':widespi'ead _insincerity" by
t~ •Aqministration and The Boanl of.
Trustees,in not iaoptjng, at:least substantiJ'ely, the}>hilosophy that the students are

Placement and Financial Aid did not pl'QSome Council Members view~ Fell's
vide adequate service at an acceptable pro- action as "cowardly" and "ilTesponsible" _
fessional level"; ~d. "failure and .delay in and ,that he (Fell) had committed an ''inreleasing the results offaculty evaluation". justice to both t he·SBA and the school."
Th.e second "disease" is a.:'novel indict- Other council memoers were less negative
_., ment by Fell of the s~dent body for "lac~ about Fell's resignation and assented to his
of interest~. Mr. Fell sees the students as right and judgment in doing so. .
Daniel Q_havez, acting SBA President, •
111 having "a natural resource in numbers and
if organized properly it is the means of stated that he was "surprised and disapstrength an!l success but up until ,now it pointed~ at Mr. Fell's resignation; how-; remains an un~p,ped resow:ce. "_
ever, he felt that it was beneficial in bringFell finally makes a self-indictment at- ~g attention to certain problems at the
r. , tributing fault to his own "shortcomings" sc~ool.
, .
•
~ for which he makes no "excuses".
Several School administrators were
Keith fell Mixed Reactions
egually surprised, and disappointed at
"the single most imPQrtant asset at this
The resignation was met by mixed Fell's action. Dean Bruce stated that Fell
· Law School."
·
~ons by.both the Executive Council of -had done a ~ job in his position as SBA
Fell pointed .., to several examples the·SBA- and the School Administration. President and that he was sorry fu see him
wpere "NYLS ~ drainatfoal}y.failed" in The Executive CounciLmet the fqllowil}g step down. Dean Beam had also expressed
providing a quality legs) education, such, day, March 15, to vote on the acceptance of disappointment in that Fell's action was
as: ""'o ur library is inadequate and without -Mr. Fell's resignation. Some Council Mem- .indicatiye of a break-do$ between the
secijrity; student office space is unavlt,ilable hers voiced_,several ~ n s not to accept SBA and the Administration, which she
!Uld what exista is overcrowded; th~ exam the resignation includir).g, "It (the resigna- felt did not occur.
scheduling (even thoygh it is formwated by tion letter) makes unfair allegations which .
The Executive Council vote to accept
a student committee) and the_hardship ryle the-council could be construed as admitting Fell's resignation was: 10 in favor; 9 is (sic) unacceptable; the past directors of · to ifthey accep~ the resignation."
against;'1 abstention.

!

I
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· - bfJoyceMe~er:
gued Patterson before~ U.S. Supreme
On March 22, ,.t he finalround of the Court, toserveasoneoftbe.t hreeJustices.
John ~ - ~ Moot Court Competitjon Hon.~P.GagliardioftheSouthemDis. was Jjeld before a capacity crowd. The trict of New York, and Hon. Constance
argument before the com,:t involved such' Baker Motley, also of the SouthernDistrict,
·criiniJJa] p ~ issues as search ahd who'servedinthecompetitio-!}asChiefJusseizure, Miranda warnings, and the di- tice, comprised the-rest oftlie Court.
chotom; 'regarding' the lu!rden of proof in ·
Four studepts arguM tl!eir briefs in
affirmati':.e defenses, specifi~y involving this fiiial ro~: ~ichard ,!asper-and JJU11es
the Supreme Court decisions of Mullaney J i ' ~ for the petitioner, and Paul
v. Wilbur-and1>aller.8onv. New York: · · · Capofari'and David M~Pollack'rorrespon-.
. _The Moot Court !!_oard was fortunate dent. Tliough questions from the bench
·enough to have Mr. Vjctor Rubino, .now were oft.en frequent and detailed, all four
~ with t_h e Practising Law Institute,·who Ill'.(please tum to page eight)

by James Gelb
_ . Dean E. Donald Shapiro announced at ·

Dean':5 Day, March 10, that he would be ,

leaving this fall for a one year sabbatical. In
hi,<,--absence, Associate Dean Bruce will be
Acting Deanfor the faU semester, and ABsociate Dean Bearn will head the school in
the Spripg, 1980 semester.
During his sabbatical Shapiro will be
teaching !Dedical ~w at--Buckinghim, College in England, Harvard Medical College, Tufts University, and po§sibly · other
schools. Shapiro's contract provides for
sabbatical every six years. Dean Shapiro
emphasized-the-importance of sabbaticals ,
· 1 as a· period during. wlilch faculty-renew
themselves, and accomplish original research and writing. He pointed to the important function of scholars to further the
·fund of information in their fields rather than to teach a static body of knowledge.
His remarks seemed to be•in part aimed at
Dean William Bruce
the recent controversy over publication his deanship." "I see my role as cont:fuuing
and granting of tenure.
to carry out his (Shapiro's) policies. Bruce
Associate Bean Bruce undei:sco~ also pointed out that ''we will be.in constant
that, in the Dean's absence, it will "still be . cont,act throughout the year."

,,..

. - Aequitas Elects Editorial Board
, · The graduating editors ofEquitas met News Editors. The new Feature Editor is
-;:- over dinn.er March 7, to choose the new Jerome Lee; Copy Editors are Michael
editorial board. Dennis T. Gagnon, former Coneys and Robert McQueen. Chris Goban
~ '.Managing Editor, was named Editor-in- hastaken over as Production Manager.
Non-editor positions filled at the same
-~ - Chief. Serving with- him will be Senior
·~ Editor Scott Batterman (former News meeting were Alumni Correspondent,
Editor); Kent Terchunian as Busjness Jane Dillof; and Staff Photographers AQ_._. Manager; ~raid Grow, Advertising Man- - thonyBelko\Vski, PaulaAzzarelli, Ira Abel
ager; and S~~ .Kelly.and Jim ~lb
.and Mark Hofer.
.
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EQUITAS, for the ~rid year of four speakers drawn from the leaaers of George Schain of NYLS, a nationally- asked to contact Marc Kramer-at the Conin a row, has won a first -place award
Colll!]lbia University Scholastic
Press Association competition for the 19,781979 sch90l . year. The · winners of the
- journalistic awards were announced ,during a three day Maz:ch confeJ]nce sponsored by tl!,e :Association. Furt;her details
will follow ip later issu~~
,
EQUITAS Editor-in-Chief Jonah
. Triebwasser was also lionored by. \he &· sociation by being invit¢ to participate in a
panel discussion" concerning th~· journalistic need~ ofa specialized community.

the corporate and international bar. The known ~uthority, author and lecturer on· sumer Center of Lower Manhattan, 966~eysts will address.the ~nt'iheoreti-_ taxation, will act as seminar leader. Last 3500, between the hours of 9 A.M. and 4 ·
cal and practical aspects of acce~ to third- year Professor Schain lectured at over P.M., Mondays.through Fridays.
'
world
Discussion periods will seventy-five seminars across the country.
follow each panel.
~
The seminar is sponso,red jointly by
BALSA ;HOSTS
The fii.st panel, to be chaired by Prof. NYLS and the American Management As· Christine M. Chinkin, will discuss the de-: sociation. It will cover the most recent
On Friday March 23, 1979, the NYLS
velopment of international law as legislation and court decisions in the field BALSA chapter hosted some 120-students
evidenced by the new international and such areas as includability of assets from J.H.S. 43, Manhattal!, as part of its
economic order, which_i.s having a dramatic· comprising decedent's gross estate; credits Community Outreach
effect on the traditional balance of P9wer. against the estate tax, the gift-tax, vaJua-In the afternoon, foUowing the-luncheon, tions, procedures , and estate planning.
two panels will, be chaired by rr<>f. Peter
T-o register eit~er call (212) 246-0800, ,
W. Schroth. These panels will focus on de- TWX 710-581-6530, or complete and mail a
INTERNATIONAL LAW SOCIETY
velopments in the domestic laws of seller brochure available at the school registrars
TO HOST SYMPOSIUM<
countries and responses to those actions in desk, Fees aie $195 for AMA members,
the law and practice of buyer countries. and $225 for non-members.
/
The International Law Society will Th~ symposiwn will conclude with a recepby James Gelb
host a symposium entitled Access to Third tion hosted by the Internatio.naJ Law
World··Resources. The symposium, to be Society.
CONSUMER CENTER
held .on Saturday, April 21, will be the maThe cost for attending the symposium ' . The Co~umer Center of Lower Manjor event of a -regional meeting of t he ·(including luncheon, ·materiaJs and, cock- 1¥ittan is giving over twenty-five NYLS
American Society of International Law. tails) will be $25.00 for lawyers ana $5.00 students on-the-job experience in dealing
~ The sympo&ium will consist or three panels for students. .-Students are invited to with real-life.clients tills year. Every day,
ci
participate-in this-relevant and important t heConsumerCenter,·located at47Worth
symposium. Brochures and registration St., receives and acts on consumer coms:
IAR 'REVIEW.,COURSE
forms are available. at the International plaints received from metropolitian-area
......Q.
MU~TISTATE .
·Law Society office, Room 3.JO at 47 Worth · residents.
BALSA lecture
Street. Reservations can also be made by
Students working at the Cen~er do not'
The students' day col'fSis~ oflectures
calling Pam Goldberg at{212) 966-3500 ext. represent themselves as atto"!eys, but ~t- in Criminal Law, by Prof. Blecker, and
-824. ' . .
tempt to resolve complaints on behalf of "Discrimination Law, by Prof. Scherer;< '
EXAM WRITING CLINIC·
consumers. Marc Kramer, Director of the conducted in a•modified Socratic method.
PUPAI.E
Center,
hopes to recruit practicing lawyers Faviola )i'elix '78, an alumnus ofJ.H.~. 43,
PROFESSOR SCHAIN
FOi N.Y., N.J: & HNNA.
willing to volunteer a 'few nours of their directed'the students in a skit involving a
BAR EXAMS
TOCONDUCTSEMIN~
time to present a limited number o,fcases in consumer saJes ti:ansact:1on. Ronny Green
FEE f75
court. A couple of hours is all that.is re- and Adrian Maduro, f!1embers of BALSA,
-: New York LawSchool w_ill host a two- quired, and a staff of law students ;ll'e shared with the students some of their exFederal Estate and Gift Taxation sianding by to help. If yoQ know of any periences in the Discrµnination Law Cliriic.
Seminar on May _21 and 22. ProfeSSQr--attomeys,who might be-interested,-please '[he students coi:i~luded-th~ir day with-a
~ ~~~~~;;;;;.;.;.;.;.;,;.;,;.__,,.;;:,;;;~~;.......;......;;...._...,.____________ have them contact the Center.
tour of the court buildings conducted by
Consumers will be glad to know that members ofBALSA.
thek ·complaints are always welcome.
The. students -responded enthusiaWrite the Center, or call ~7540. 1
tically and demonstrated active and creaAdvisors Needed
tive thinking by the~manner in which they
The staff of the Consumer Center of fielded questions and answers.
Lower Manhattan is issuing a call to New
Th~ event was covered by locaJ radio
York Law School alumni for volunteers to station WBLSand the News World.
act in an advisory capacity.
•
Th~· students were accompanied by
The_Center, JVhich is entirely staffed five faculty members, including • Mr.
I
by N.Y.L.S. students, has been aiding Jonathan Sterling, the chairman_of the
consumers in such areas as incorrect billing school's speciaJ education program.
and credit-reference problems.
by Marie Richardson
All those interested in helping are
(please_.turn
to page eight)
,,
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Vlrltar Xc-3

$189.79

'Vlvltar

'Electronic
Flash .,
MODEL 265
MODEL 283
MODEL 273
MQDEL', 285

ThltarO.C.FIMh
Am. Telophoto Lena
Adapter

C.D.C

6 PIECE OUTFIT

. r.dptlleg

VIVITAR 702
~ - POCKET KIT
POINT AND SHOOT WITH.
BUILT IN ELECTRONIC FLASH
SPECIAL PRICES

$45.79

MOST VIVIT~R LENSES AVAILABLE At SPECIAL P~ICES

SPECIAL SALE
·

PRICES ON ALL
VIVITAIJ LENSES.

_

-FOR THE LOWEST PRICES
.

ONALL
PHOTOGRAPHIC EQ.

. CALL~ 226-1014

SEElJS 'FOR ALL OF: YOUR PHOTOGRAPHIC NEEDS QUALITY DEVELOPING & PAINTING AT DISCOUNT PRICES.

57 Worth Street

PAMER
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, The Second Sec_ond Annual NYLS Revue -a Hit .

NYLS
Placement
I
•
Statistics

acts,· entered center stage singing "I'm a
Soul Man". Jim r1anagan and Cliff Green
were.a hybrid of the Temptations and Sha
by Cecilia Blau
Na Na, complete wit h t he darkest of sunFact: Of 313 NYLS graduates of the
glasses and slickest of steps. M;.xing_it up Class of '78,·240 responded to a questionwith a little rock and roll, these two funny
.
guys exited with their "I'm a s:iul Man"'._ - naire on employment, and 9'2% of those
Debbie Medina came·on next wit h a who responded were employed. The mesong abo_u t how she has found someone dian salary was between $18,000, and·
"just. like you".~Music
written by her ' $19,000. The questionnaire was part of an
: :i" accompanist Gary Graifman. H~r voice is ongoing effort to help graduates find •
as good as ever.
employment.
\:. : .. • -~
The Faculty players were the "Darn
Dean E. Donald Shapiro felt it was
'
-~ 'Flunkies", a league sports-team, 79th in the "heartening to see such statistics, espe~ rankings and pushing for 80th place. Prof. c4illy from a class that has just recently
~'If:. Koffler kept getting the team into double gradu;ited and just took the. bar.
,_ overtime and they J·ust wou'ldn't call bac'A,·- examination."
, Medlna's_·song was a highlight of the Revue
·_
Debbie
L
· ·
·
.
row conversation penalties, darn it. But
ast year at this tune, a questionnaire
by Jerome Lee
_
guarantee yo,u this nifty diploma which al- the coaches did finaJ!y score 0~ tne regis- for the Classof'77receiyeda64%response
"Yes, Virgjnia, Marty Brandfon .even lows you to-l>erome a dean at N.Y.L.S. tration play. "First-it's.a llooonnnggg de- with-86% ofth~ response group empl~yed.
pulled.off his dress at The Second Second You'll leam~aU of the-important !_hings - ~Y- Then we'll fake it 'to -the right, then Kukla Broelan~n, Assis~t Driector of
Annual N. Y. L.S. Revue." But this about being a dea11. Act now and get all of fake to the left, then. take right again, left Placement, attnbutes the unproved emp---.. .
couldn't put the stops -on ''Tile Blues , the greatest lilts of N. Y.L.S. And now, again~~and when we "fiave them all con- · loyment stat@tics to stude11ts who "were
fused, we'llhidetheball".
' betterpreparedforgettingjobs."
Brothers", "The N.Y, L.S. NON-Action · back-to the news".
News": and the other zany~ that apIn addition to acting as a ~rfect emLuckily,_Asst. Dean for Liquid Re:
~sistant Dean· Margaret S. Bearn
peared on~tage Saturday night, March 24. cee, r,ir. B?"{ltldfon al.so s~pped in as Prof. fresJ:iments Scanlon was summoned to an- found the quality of the jobs secured by the
The o)).ening ac;t was a light mll8ical Tracy to sing "Quando M'EN VO". Dressed nounce that he had garnered "the'very best June '78 gradua~s to be parficularly imcomedy in thestyleofGilbertand Sullivan, as a bearded woman, he sang th~ opera, water that we've ever had at N. Y.L.S. pressive. As examples, she po&ted to Frcalled ''Trial by Jury". It was.p~ucedoy a?\d-ended by. pulling off his stand-updress, Why we'ye got H20 scores on this water in ances E. Edwards and Paul Stiehl; who
Cindy ~te, who demonstrated a fine adding one or two curtsies, and exiting in the-600's". He even pulled some bologn'a were employed by Mudge, Rose, Guthrie .
voi~ in the 1~ role.,
his pantyhose. Prof. H_arbus, decked out in- from his bucket to satisfy the hunger. .,.
& AleX:ander~ and Cathy Lynn M~ks, who
"N. y.L.S. NON-ACTION NEWS" was employed by WeiJ,·Gotshal & Manges.
· Jul Graham, standup comedian, hero1- a tux, accompanied Brandfo'n on the pianq.
cally descn~ his performance as the
On the way out' Marty required- the was the best performan~, with CliffGreen Dean Bearn said she "spoke fu some
reason for his legal studies~Headded, "Jul, . entire audience to sign forms sayingt "I did as anchorman. One report announced, graduates at Dean~ Day and they were
Graham's singing is gr:eat e<'~Pt for one not sleep through more than ten minutes.of "Co~pliments must be given the Intema- extremely enthusiastic about .their work
' "thing; his throat!"
your performance".
-tional Law Society for its orchestration of whether it was in-the D.A.'s office, a Wall
- Cliff then broke for a.commertjalmesThefaimitable MerrillFeinbergsanga t he Hiccup National Moot Competition. Street · firm, a government agency in
-sage:"Hifolks.:::jobgotyoudown,paj~s- · louder than necessary "Last Chance" to ~ngrat~tions to N.Y.L.S. who placed WashingtonorwiththeS.E.C.''
sion running..,you into the _gro,una? Well end this crazy but thoroughly.delightful 7thina,.fieldoff!ve." ""
(pleasetumtopagefour)
then come to D.T,I.; Dean Training Insti- evening.
tute. And for j~t $200 and two weeks we'll · The Blues B~thE:_rs1 one of the best

was

. ... .·s
\%.

a

lntroducingW~Bodv DC-10 Service
to the Heart~ Europe.7299 Roun~trip.
'
And
our great·

l>argain price is still the same as before.
Just.$299 roundtrip

fr~ Neµ1 York to Luxembourg, $149.50 one
way. Price includes an ·
excellent dinner, free wine
and cognac. No restrictions.
Tickets can be purchased ·
anywhere in the U.S.A. and
are good for a
full year. DC-10
flights leave and
· return five times
weekly:
There has
been one other
change at Icelandic. We have a
brand new symbol and have added
"lcelandair" to our name.

..

cu1s1ne
~ock-tail lo~nge
. _,,,-.
. BEST PRIME RIBS 1n
town
\ ,
· FRESH EXCELLENl' Fish & Seafood
_CLAMS CASIN·o ~ . STEAK DIANE ,

- 'Sit

arid much more.
and relax in dur.. beautiful sidewalk cafe.

131·:·FR~NKLIN·ST. corner West Broadway

"

-925'-7822

FREE J~ARKING · - l!:30-am to-.10:30 pin mon-fri
AFTER 6· PM

5 pm to ll_pm on sat~rdays

10%· off-with NYLSID ·c ard.._
(5:00 P.M 'tilt (!losbi~)
;

.
I
I

----------------,I

.
For more information see your travel agerit. Or write Dept
-,l,lc·l96lcelanaic Airlines, P.O. Box 105, West Hempstead, NY
11552. Or call toll Cree. In New York City, 757-8585; in New
York State, (800) 442-5910; elsewhere, (800) 223-5080.
NAME _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _

I·
I

I
I . ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ __

I

I

I

-C ~ - -- ---STATE _ _ _

I
I
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Bellamy Law (Jay Sp~aker
by Martt Corn-ad
be Editor-in-Chief. He feets that the outg~
·
'.Qie Law Review has e'lected its new ing board did.~ fabulous j90 "preparing the
Editorial Board f~r 19,79,:80with Ed.West-...:"·new boatjl to talse.over". Westfield will be
field as Editor:in-Chief; and Shelley Kehl as · ~P.Qnsibie for content, t.imely-publicaticm,
Ma.,naging- Editor.- Mr. ·Westfield does not _ •and tlie..substan~ a!!d form aspec:ts of',.the
anticipate any majo:r changes in the content" .,. material. · 1, - · • • • • . , .
oftheLa.~~~':"~\nit he w6ui'd like tosee"' . ~her.meml5e!"8 of ~e ~ are Top=- .
more j>alt1CJpiit10n ·from • the ·general 1cs Editor Walter DeSocio~ Book'Review
student
"Legal'Writingskillsaretie1· Editor-Tuuli 'Ristkok; Articles Editors.Joe
men'dously impo~t.arul tfie Law R~vfew ·M,.9ntel~rie,'". Ron · Reynolds; · Cliff Rawants to do -what it can ·for students to mundo, David Doyaga~· and . Scott· Bat-·...,
iinptovEf such skills", says Westfield. lf}iis .•terman, N'otes {lflG Comments Editors1Joe
impro'!ement', siLys, is "9ne~oftlie i:na,jor Zelmanowi~ Nancy· c l ih~lha, ,Steferio
ftinctiorurofthe Law Review''. O'ther·{unc- Calogero, Paul Kleidman, Jonn !{untz; Retions~cl!Jd~ "informing the legal con:unun-. ~ h Editors Na~cy U'Aurizio, Karen
ity of current topics undergoing' change, Ash, ·Briant Quint, Didi Reitano, Luise
proyiding a vehicle for practitioners, , Barrack; aiid A:ssociate ~ditors Anthony
Judges; and professors to -express their Belkowski, Tom Paneth; Mike Mullan;
.,., views of changes in the profession'! .
Friedman, Maria Melchiori, Esther
: . Westfield is "gratified'and honored" to Dukes, Allenl3loon:r,and CarrollLippr,nan.

bodf

he

Dan

•

'

~

•

Plaeement $t~tistie·s '•.· ~
,i

Car~I,Bj!ilai-Qy speaklrig atNY_
LS last ye~r

I'

••

~'!.-:..

As":"part of this -y~s ob~~: a1:c::':'ess~~~dwiththefirmofCravath, Swain·&
Law~Day, May 1-stt-C~lB~1}amy, New Moo~, ~fore help~g to found an all-woY,ork City Council President will speak at man law firm.
NYLSTh thf 'his -· L L
o · ·nbe·observedb. yo
• ver700
• e emeo t years aw, 0 ay,
aw aywi
spcmsored by the American H.J. Associa- state andJocal bar associations and accor-dtion, is~'Ow Changing Rights":
·
ing to the ABA, there "will be thousands of
This will not be Carol .Bellamy's first law _related programs throughout thk na- ·
visit to NYLS; she spoke here last spring' tion on May 1. This is·the twenty-second
as part of Woman's-Law Day. Throughout national observance of.Law Day.
.
her political career, Ms. Bellamy has
Ms. Bellamy will speak in the Moot
shownkeeninterestintherightsofwomen CourtRoomof57WorthStreet,andatthe
and minorities. She is a gniduate of New close of her speech will tiik~ quesyons and
,,.York Universitr Law School, and was as~ comments from th_ei'loor.

·
Government: Robert I. Frenkel,and
Somemo~·examplesofjobssecured Deborah'A.~attheS.E:C.;SethD.
·
Fn··..:,.landattheU.S. Tt.pt.o'f~ner<nr,·and
by ow:JuneJ978 graduates·inclu~:
t:u.
~
.r.
Finns: FrankJ. Albetta, Jr. and•Ste- Gerald Goldoe-rg and ~Williarn,D. Perricelli
ven 'E. Vagle at Cru;irles A. Morgal); Jr. &- at flousing and Urban Development.
·Assocv Wash. D.C.;Roy.OwenChemusat
Courts: J,lll E.. Oraham at the J\ppelCravath, Swain & Moore; Reberea Moris late J)iv., 1st Dept.; ,Harry.J. Katrichis at·
Citl1)n at Wachte,ll, 'Lipton, R988n & Katz; the Michigan Court of.Ap~; Mona L.
John D.H: Delmar at Proskauer, -Rose, Lipp at the U.S. Courl o_f'Appeals; 2nd
Goetz & .Mendelso)m; Ricbard Foosliee at Cir.,; and Arnold·~ : Druck at the,Justice
Sullivan' & Cromwell; Annie G. Kaplan. at Dept. of Israe].
~
"
Fuchsberg.& fuchsberg; ~chael J. Soltis
According to Dean Bearn, l'the most
at Jackson, Lewis, ~hnitzler &;·Kruprnan; encolll';lging feature : of the placement of
and Steve 0, Zalkin at Parker, Chapin, last-year's graduates 1S that the same·fimis
Platt.au & Klimpl. ,
'
aie very interested-in seeing TIJOre NYLS
' ·
Accounting Firms: Frank · J. graduates for placement:" Furthermore,
Cai'aniico\ 1t·To\1che Ross; Mar'k A. Fi~H- NYLS gradllates •\vitli several ·ye11rS'.t'ex:
tenbaum at Coowr.s & Lvbrand; Kenneth perien~ are ~tting promotions _within
G. Hy.drock at Ernsl & Ernst; ahd Josep.h ·agenci~s, increasing the'aeman~ forNY_LS
S. Tesoriero at Deloite,l!as'langs &'Sells. ~dual.es. _S he declared: "The graduates
C~iporations: Mjtch'ell D. · Bittman are often q u i t e ~ at the ll!Sponsibility .
at General Foods; Samuel l!. Dworetsky they are given and in turn, gratified by the
' andMorrisL. Weiserat~ll'l'elephone;Jo comments of the. more senior attorneys ..
' A. Goddard 'and Riclianr M. Sbaratla ,at thatthey have tiandl~ tliis very well."
A.T. & T.; Paul'W. Le~ II at American
For NYLS students who have made
Cyanamid· .ahd Eric S. Levine at American tentative efforts to find a job and for stuExpress."
·
" · dents ·in gen'eral, Ms. Broekman exhorts:·
. ~ : Faviola·A. Felix received "Don't panic! A good sign is the success of
~h Reginald. Hebef Sinith-F.ellQ..Wship~d the'.Class of '.18. lthink the Class of'79 can
Richard D. ·Grant•-is with Prenti~Hall, look forward to similar if not, better
.,....,.,.I nc.
·
'
·
(contlnuedfrom page three)

·=-

FinancilJ/ Aid Information
A!1

'HOURS
'
The .Flinanc!31
O~ce will be opened._Mo!]days until 6:00 P. ?t! , !llld.'.ptursdays untp
:1:00 P. M. for the convenience ofevening students. lfyou have any questions or need help,
pleasestop by and see us. . .

.SUMM~R CO~EGE WORKa.:STUDY •
.
. . If yqu are interested in Summer College Work-Study, you mus.t file a 1979-80 NYLS
Financial Aid application and 1979-80 GAPSFAS form. All application fonns are available
on a table oµtside' the FinancialAid Office. Th~ Summer Program will begin in Jw:ie.

CONRAILSTUDE_NT.FARES
.
Beginning May 1; 1979, Conrail will be offering.student fares to full-time New Jersey
students, regardless of age. The tickets were previously limited to students u~der 22
,_years of age. Conrail student commutation ticket applic.ation forms are available at the
ticket Wl!3do~. ~eapplication form must be certified by NYLS.beforeyoupurchaseyour
monthly ticket :,
EDITOR'S 11:9te: EQUITAS welomes Glor}a Walters, new Einancial Aid Di.rector, to

NYLS.

,

.

.

., o~E,NT.NQ

·..I

· :~..:·QU~lify
FfOzell- ltaliail ·Foods
.
~"

'\:

NO . PRESERVATIVES
NO.."RTIFICIAl ADDITIVES

Leslie C~lentano N.Y.L.S. 1980

~
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Life-In Society Without_Law 'Unimaginable'-'

.
---------byProfessorSteph~nA.

Newman------------------------------------is
is
;,

"Law means so pi~y little to life. Life is so•temfyingly dependent on law." This
thought,,stated by Karl Llewellyn some fifty years agq, brings a number of thoughts to
mind.
That law means piti{ully little to life is virtually self-evident. What is law in the face of
life's other diversions- science, art, love, ~ Y , illness, loneliness, and death, to name
Just a few? Life; it seems, doesn't~ a whit for law.
_
But our dependence on law is equally apparent. It is said that in ancient Persia, there
was· a five-day period of anarchy- whenever. a king died, so that the people would appreciatetheadvantagesofhavinglawsandrulers. Existenceinasociety~confinedby
_law "is unimaginable. La~ for
is the great sociaf ~ment, a_sort of contract· of
adh~ion we all are bound by, whether we like the terms or not.
.
.
The problem !7ith our great dependence onlaw is that all.too often the.law, like all the
other things we've come to depend upon (e.g.,
Xerox-machines and indoor plumbing) •
simply breaks down. We're seeing a massive breakdown of Jaw all around us today.
Unfortunately, lawyers liave n<>t proved themselves to be good repairmen.
The mechanis{D set up to effectuate what we►flattering.ourselves, ~ the "administration of justice" is a prime example. The proper administration of justice in our courts
requires tnree ingredients: lawyers to represent·people, good judges to hear their cases,
and procedures designed to foster decisions on tlie merits. '
I
The necessity for lawyers in court is clear. For indisputable proof, merely look upon
the lay pel"ScOn du.edly wondering what's happening inside any of.our-local courtrooms
(the misdeameanor· parts in Crimiri'al •Court at 100 Centre Street are a particularly
disq-essing example, but any of our civil courts will provide similai scenes of utter
•
_ ~ '·
•
·bewilderment).

us

cars,

..------~~---------------~~~---=~~~~
CALENDAR- 1979-1980
Tuesday, .Wednesday, August 14, 15

Orientation for First Year Students
~

Fall Te~·Begins

Monday, August 20
Monday,September3
Tuesday, Octo~r.2

Labor Day, Holiday
Classes held according.to Mondat
schedule
'
Columbus Day, Holiday
Classes held according to Monday
' schedule
N. Y.L.S. Alumni Association Annual Dinner
Thanksgiving Recess
Classes end
Reading Period begins
Fall-Examinations begin
Fall Examinations Enil

Monday, October 8 :
Wednesaay,Octoberl0
_Tuesday,, Novem~r 13
Thursday, Friday,.November22, 23
Friday, November30
Sat\ll'Qay, December 1
Thursday, December6
Friday, December21

Spring Term Begins
Annual Alumni Luncheon

:fdoniby,.J211uary 14
Friday, January 25
Monday, February 18

W ashington1s Birthday, Holiday
Dean's Day and Alumni Homecoming
Evening classes heia according to
Monday schedule
Spring Recess, Day.Division
·.
:Evening Division ·
Classes-end
Reading:Eeriod begins

Wednesday, April 2 ·
Tuesday, April I -Sunday, April 6
Thursday, April 3 - Sunday, April 6
Friday, _April 25
Saturday, April26

Spring Examinations begin . -

Thursday, May 1

Spring Examinations end

Friday, May 16
Sunday, June 1, 1980

Commencement

OFFSET

XEROXING

But our lawyer distribution mechanism a shambles. The fundamental fact simple:
y.,orking people can't afford ~wyers (unless, of course, they work in-the boardroom of
IBM). Legal expenses add up so.'quickly that most citizens with legal problems are
reluctant to even bother searching for a·lawyer._• , .
·
·
For many years,. th~ organized bar opposed all efforts~~ _r:emedy the situation,
through rules restricting or banning low-cost legal clinics and p~paid legal service plans,
and through economica,lly-motivated Canons of Ethics. The sad stoey 'of the bar's obstructionismis well told.in Jerold Auerbach's recent book Unequal Justice.
.
If lawyers are iµiavailable to the middle class, one might t ~ they are at least
availabli: f-9 the PQOr.!..-through government-sponsored legal assistance .programs, But
legal services offices can be found turning away impoverished clients. Faced with overwhelming demands, §Orne officei:i .simply decide that it is better to serve fewer people
adequately than to serve everyone inadequately. Others opt for law reform cases as a way
to help many p09ple, sacrificing individual representation for the greater good. Lawyer
turnQver in these offices~ substantial, leaving the system without a sufficient number of
experienced attorneys. And neighborhood legal services doesn't exist at all in many cities
and in most rural areas.
.
.
Are our judges the profession's best and brightest? Although broad attacks on the
judiciary are unfair to the many excellent sitting judges, it only takes a small _n umber of
inept jurists to cast discredit upon the profession·and upon the law itself.
With' this in mind, it must be said that there are few New York lawyers who could not
name a dozen judges who are unfit to be on the bench. Two years ago a civil court judge
was censured (not removed) because, in the words of the Appellate Division, he was given
to ·"shouting at parties, witnesses and lawyers, rudeness, sarcasm, abuse and bullying ...
unwarranted pressures to induce settlement, and some instances of extremely highhanded conduct and abuse ofauthority." How many hundreds of cases this judge decided
and how much'damage he did to the image ofjustice will never be known. But the damage
done goes far beyond his cases when, having discove~ and documented his misconduct,
the duly constituted authorities failed to remove him from the bench.
Less outrageous, but more prevalent, is the breakdown in fair prQCedures. The civil
-courts process tens of thousands ofdefault judgments every year. The assumption that so
many peqple have no defenses, however, i.s false. A massive study by sociologist David
Caplovitz, covering several major cities around the country, demonstrated that in a large
number of these-cases people defaulted because they were victims of."sewer service," or
because theywere unal;>le to·hire a lawyer, or because they were afraid of going to court.
Some lawyers, aware ofthe inequity, capitalize on it, and bring in huge numbers of cases.
They hire suspect process servers, and process the resulting defaults in a mechanical way
reminiscent ofHenry Ford's assembly line. The unsavory product, unfortunately, is large
scale injustice.
Lack of proper supervision is apparent in litigated cases as,well. A lawyer in the
litigation depart~ent of a prominent New Yorldaw firm told me he takes great pains to
keep his plaintiffs Qut of state court. "A defendant," he explained, "can keep you busy for
years with dilatory tactics. A single groundless motion to avoi<J discovery, for example,
can take a month to get on the motion calendai:, be adjourned for a month or two more, and
take.two more months before the judge makes his decision. Do this several times with
·different motions, and you're a few years into the case, and nowhere _n ear ready for trial."
Of course, judges are overwhelmed with the sheer number of motions made. Lawyers,
knowing delay is easy, take advantage of the breakdown in the system, and make the
problem worse.
·
_The words O!' the Supreme Court building promise, "Equal Justice Under Law." We
seem to be getting further from, instead of closer to, that ideal. It is time more of us
consider the fairness and integrity of the system of law in which we operate.

;FREE PARKI_NG AFTER 6 • 1876 LANDMARK.

RESUMES

INN -

While-U-Wait Service*

RESTAURANT

"*21 Warren Street
12 Jo~q Streei
- 732-8746, 47

XEROX copies (8½ x 11) 5 cents-each, (above 100 ~ 4 cents each)
OFFSET PRINTING
81h

x1r

.

APPEAL PRINTING
30 Appeals or Briefs

- (-includes bindi_ng)
· one side

Open for brealdast, lunch and dinner

both sides

'100 $2.80
500 $6.35

$5.60
$11.70

1000 $9.95

$17.90
.

Featuri~g Italian American Cooking and Italian Seafood
in a ,turn of the Century atmosphere

.

. Up to 25 ~es.••$1.95/page
_ 26 to 75 pages•••$1.70/page
75 to 150 pages:,..$150/page

__NEW..SERVICE:.Colote~largem~~Irom35 mm slides

.

8 Thomas St., 1 Bio.c k South of Worth St.
off 300 Broadway 962-8316
Mon - Fri
7:30 - 9;00

. ,.

·,

•
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Through the Wine Cork

· Lexis enters third year of operation

-:A fter _Ripple~
- - - - - - - - - - - - b y Leon Y-ankwich- - - - - - - - - - _ .
At one time oranother you've all seen me·cnrising through Gil's with a smile playing onmy

by Robert F. Salvi'a

li
d "d "H
th
h
·
H
ha not trained to handle any requests pertainps an sai ,
ey, ~ goes t at wme guy. e must ve fun, just sitting around all
• 'As Lexis approaches its third year at •
L • be
d hand'
th
day drinking great wine and getting loaded." Well let me tell you,. :writing these wine
mg. to exis yon
mg e key or
articles has been tough.
• . .
·
NYLS, its paradoxical e~tence has be- , sign-up sheet to a user. The predominantly
I spend Jlours talking to wine vendors and vineyard owners. I read douns ofarticles, come increasingly evident, with usage at ' off-hours use of the system mandates that
consult countless books., Do you think this fluid style comes naturally? It takes me six record lev.els, yet with litt~e apparent com- someone on the staff be capable of assisting
hours Just to hammer out the obvitYus glitches. Then there;s the perfect punctuation. mitment by the administr.ition. to the with at least the simpler problems. While
Inserting the precise word. I have to call multilingual friends to check the Italian, or systemte. Lexist, M:a~ Data C_edlntr.al'~ Ie~ the library is undoubtedly understaffed,
~rman, or French. I draw the maps. 1 spend ~e.and money shopping for a wine bottle · compu r ne wor , 1S a rap1 y evo1vmg the Lexis system provides an impo~t
· and expanding data ~ase which can prQvide means of gaining . access to documents
=1:n~gh-o~the ~ttle have printed in order to illustrate the facts I try to impart. rapid access to fast quantities . of which are not available in the . NYLS
·
.
u t e rewrites I ti")'. to render the pronouns and ~escriptions genderless so infonnatfon.
. stacks. Additionally, yandali7.ed and misreaders of either sex may identify with my clever character constructions.
_
N'ow, what am I supposed to do when my editors change (albeit v.ery skillfully)what I
At NYLS, however, the Lexis system sing sources, if also available on Lexis, can
consider unimprovable punctuation or word choice? What do·I do when professors think resembles an orphan, . lacking- adquate always be pril)ted out' in lieu of going to
my articles~ "snotty'' and classmates ask mewhy I pon't review their favorite BEER? management in ortler f~r~e school to fully another library.
What do I do when my "friends" tell me they saw my picture inEQUITAS but didn't want
to read the article because it was too long? I don't do anything: there's nothing left to do
but get dnink and forget about it.
But for you, my beloved readers, who ha~e read this far and plan \o read on, you,
whose small bits of interest and loyalty make all my work worth it, for you I will explain,
evefi-1-8$ I fall drunkenly gutter-ward, what you need to kqow about the wines that will
help ~·o.iAfoll<>w me there.
··
·
If ~•ou're going to get drunk ana forget about something, what's the use of buying
Charilbolle Musigny '71? You start" buying that stuff and you'll go bankrupt before your
senses are even dulled. What we are interested in now is wine from the realm where
Quantity rules over Quality. We are interested in what I call,"power wines", of which
"Thunderbird", "MD 20-'.20", "Night Train Express", and "Wild Irisll R9se" are wellknown e~ples,
How are these wines made? Where do they originate? What are some of their
characteristic qualities? WHO CARES?!! There's only one thing you want to·know when
you're headed for Stupor City: the Alcohol Content.
With your Chianti or your Burgundy~ you're getting 14% alcohol.if you're lucky.
Power wines are between 19% and 20% alcohol; and to make y~ur selection easy, or
unimportant, the power wines ~entioned above are all priced the same. ($1.90/fift.h, tax
incl.).
It will soon be time to_say farewell to my Impressionable Companion, Disarming
Stranger, and Alluring New Student; who have unknowingly plucked sym_P.honies on my
heartstrings for the last three years. And when that time comes, there will be noijtlng left.
to do but get drunk and forget about it. It you too will miss an IC, DS, or ALNS,'l'll meet you
Prof. Janet Tracy researching on Lexis
. then in the gutter, with a paper-bagged powerwine_inmy hand.
benefit from its presence. The ternuruil is ·
The advantages of Lexis for certain
1oca~ontheeighthfloorof57Worth, the research,. as well as the first semester
sign-up sheets and key are:on the ninth training requirement, have leJl to Tery high
floor, and the Lexis system is under the Lexis usage rates in the past year. Despite
The Council on the Environment, a month, a speaker will be coming to NYLS nominal direction ofProfessorJanet Tracy, · minimal summer usage, from Sept. 1977 to
. recent addition to the NYLS·community, ·to lecture on litigation procedures to pre- whose office is in 47 Worth. Logistical. July. 1978, NYLS averaged 104 hours per
month. While January 1978 and February
·solicits student support to further goals. vent' nuclear power plant construction. The problems are inevitable.
1978 combined to only 123 hours, the first
The Council seeks to provide the law school Council is· presently contacting govern•
Professor
Tracy
served
with
Mead
for
two
months of 1979 doubled that usage,
community with legal and scientific infor-. mental agencies and environmental organiseveral
years,
and
handles
many
of
the
dewith
257 hours of Lexis time. This in·mation on environmental issues, to provide zations to set up research projects for
tails
regarding
the
system.
However,
her
creased
utilization has overburdened the
council
members.
Next·
semester,
the
support t.o lawyers and organizations engaged in environmental litigation, and to Council plans to ·hold a symposium on a schedule does not_permit her to become facility and sign-up time is often unavailfully involved with the daily problems able. As a result, the weekly limit on stutrain its members for advocacy in the field i:elevant environmental issue.
which students may have with the dent usage has been reduced from three
ofenvironmental law.
·
S~dents interested in· bec~g in- machine. She fears that some problems go hours per student to one hour.
The Council is publishing a newsletter
While Mead Pata Central has over 100
this month, designed to inform the NYLS volved in l!!lY Council activiti~. urged · unresolved for weeks before sh(l learns of ·
terminals placed in NYC alone, the firm o(community about recent enviroipnental to attend Council meetings, generally held them.
'The desk personnel in the library are fers NYLS a generous discount.· In exevents and th~ir. implications. Later this· on Wednesdays at 3:00 P.M.
•
change, the school certifies that all usage is
for academic research, and agrees to avoid
using the machine during peak hours, from
2-5 p.m. on weekdays. Our monthly charge
for Lexis is only $660, a fraction of the cost
paid by law finns and agencies for similar
usage. An alternative system, Westlaw,
developed by West Publis}_rlng Company,
would 'cost several thousand dollars more
per inont~ that the Lexis system. While
Westlaw offers some features which are
not yet incorporated into Lexis, the latter
also offers some advantages.
-An option currently .available to the
Cozy Atmosphere
Fine Wines
' school is renting an additional Lexis termiDelicious·Foods
R1111sonable Prices - Good Vibes
nal. The cost would be only $460 per month
and would lessen the problem of availabil. jty. The added expense would be more than
offset by the benefit to -faculty members
'(Off Walker Street) 4 Blocks ·from .NYLS
, and students, who would be encouraged to
utilize this legal resource. Coupled with
stronger management of Lexis, another
terminal would facilitate legal research at

Envjronmental Law at NYLS
its

a:

~
M •aoo~s
CAFE-

21 6th AVENUE···

0P-EN: MON. ·- FRI. NOON-- ~ 3 A.M.
SAt:. & Sl!J.N . . 5 R.M.

3 A.M. .

NYLS.
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Wachtler, , Associate Judge of the New lege of New York, received an MBA from
!°ork Court of Appeals.
Columbia Graduate School of Business, an
The luncheon progr;un included MBA from Columbia Graduate School of
,
speeches by Dean Shapiro and Hon. Wil- , Business; aq MPA from New York Uni,
by Jane Dillof----~-------...,;_ _ __. liam Kapelman, (Assistant Administrative · versity, and an LLB from New York Law
Th~ Alumni ~ t i o n 19th Annual. ._.,,,, •. J...
~~=
Judge, Bronx County and President, School.
.. _ · '
Dean's Day Symposia was held on March ~ •
NYLS Alumni Association), as wen as the '
Mr. Llewel1yn: worked as an attorney
. 10th at the Wal<jorf J\storia. The pro~
presentation of the Distinguished Alumnus for several years in the office or- Evans,
included t ~ concurrent panels; Con~ards. ~e recipients . of 'this. year's ' Berger and Llewellyn, after which he astested Estates, moderated by Prof~Joseph
awards..-were Louis Waldman '22 and J. sumed various positions in t he Small BusiArensop.;1 Medical M~_p~~ ~ R~k
Bruce Llewllyn '60.
ness Adi'ninistra~i!)n, served as Regional
Waldman began his law practice ~ ·a . Director of the New· Yor I<•Office;· and as
Management, moderated 6y Dean E. Do_n ald·Shapiro; and the'ExerciseofDiscretion
Labor Att-Atmey, and by the advent of the .-Program Officer, In 1968,· Mr. Llewl1yn
in the Criminal Justice System, moderated
New Deal, was recogni?.ed as one -of the served .as Deputy Commissioner of ·the
by, Lorin Dudonan ~- Each se?Jllllar was
nation's.top labor lawters. He represented New York City'Housing and Development
well attended by ~ludents, faculty and
.: the International Longshoremens' Associ- Administnltion~
,
·
·~ ·t
.. alumni,_who enjoyed the opport~ty to
' ation, and other unions such as the ElectriMr. Llewellyn is presently President
listen to, as well as to ~cipate in the
clans and Gannent Worke~. His law ca- , of the Overseas Private Investment Corporeer also expanded into criminal·law. Mr. •' ration. Heisamemberofnwnerousorganivarious discussions lei:l by the distinguished panelists;Waldman, also a successful author, has zations, including the Board of New York
The panelists of the Contested Eswrit~n two books, LabarLawyer¥1d The Urban Coalition, theNewYorkStateFood
, tat.es BelJU!lal" includeq Him. Joseph A; ~x .
.
''Good Fight: The Quest for Social Justice:- , Merchants, The ~arlem Lawyers Associa. (Former SUJTOgate, New York County), Kaufman &Asche), Prof. Robin Clive GrifLouis Waldman, unable to receive the~ tion, the Boai:d of Directors, National UrHon. - Bertram R. Gelfund (Surrogate, fit~ (Assistant Professor of Law, · New award in person, due to illness, was rep- ban Coalition, the Board of Trustees of
Bronx County), Hon. Louis D. Uauiino · York Law Sch09l) and Edward Hammock resented at the luncheon by his wife and '-City College, Who's Who is America, the
-:.(Surrogate, .Queens County), ·Hon. Milliu:d (Commissioner of New York State De~- one of his sons, Seymour, who accepted the New York City Rehabilitation Mortgage
L. . Midonick (Surrogate, New. York niento f Parole).
.
Distinguish~ ~wnni Award on behalf of Ins~ce Corporation;-- Board of New
County) and Hon. J:{athan R. Sobel.
The ·luncheon was- presided over by his fa~her.·
,
York Urban Coalition Venture Capital
The Medical Malpractice panelist,§. in- the Hon. Eli Wager•~. Fonner Justice of
. Also receiving the Distinguished. Corporation (Chairman), . 100 Black Men
eluded John J. Bower '50 (Senior Partrier,,.. the Supreme Court of New York: ·The · Alumni Award was J. Bruce Llewellyn '60. · (President) and the Board of Trustees of
Bower & Gardner}, ·Hon. Leonard Leigh ~est iuncheon s~er was the Hoq; Sol Mr. Llewellyn graduated from City Col-' the City University' ofNew_York.
Finz (Former Justice,Qfthe Suprem~ Couit
ofNe\\'.: York, Co~l.to the firm ofJulfen~
Schlesinger' & Finz, P.C.') and Cliarles '
KramerJ Senior Partner, Kramer, Dillof, ·

· -Tessl& Duffy).

.

.

-,The, .Cririlinal Justice panelists in-·
cludetl Hon. Vincent L. Broderick (IJ.S.
District Court Jud~ for the Southern District of New York). Lewis R. F r i ~
Senior Partner, Littman, Friedman,

-·-r

~he ·proof i~ in tl,ie p~5sing!
1978 BAR.RESULTS
.

--

·-1!1111----~-------·

-· ---

------

-·

\.,

-.

__ _

__.,,_

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

WfJ now Cater'Parties!

179, WEST BROADWAY

,

JUST ROUN.D THE
4GORNER'ON WEST I'·

. Marino-Josep_hson/BRC students substantially outperformed
all other~ including those who took the BAR/BR I course. Of all
our students who took the exam for the first time, 86% passed.
.I~ contrast, BA~/BRI _reports that only 81% of its s_tudents passed.
. Thus, Marino-Josephson's failure rate was m!)re thari a third ,
less than BAR/BR l's (14% versus 19%). Recent graduates"from
all.New York law schooJs qombined passed 89%.• Our-out-of•
•'staters did even better; for example, 100% passed from Boston
University, University of Pennsylvania, U11iversity of Toledo, ·
Rutgers-Camden, Suffolk, Villanova, etc. It's no wonder that
- 'more students enrolled in our .Winter 1979 course than any
- other course and our summer program"keeps growing.

~ -·
0 ·
0

-Acknowledged as the largest course in New Jersey, BRC showed
why. Students who' followed our PLS program passed 84% and
had almost one-third the mortality rate of non•BRC students who
- chose other methods of preparation (16% versus 45%). Even BRC
students who d id not compfete PLS found BRC outlines and lectures gave them a _g reat advan~age - 71% of all BRC enrollees passed
(including foreign students, repeaters and out-of•staters) as
against 55% for non.'BRC students. Naturally, first-timers and graduates from New Jersey schools did even better - 86% for PLS, 78%.
for all enrollees (BAR/BR I reported a 74% passing rate for-firsttimers). It's no wander that our enrollments this year are even
higher t~an last year.

•

VBRC
•

••

.: 71 BROAQWAY, 17th FLOOR. NEW YORK, NV 10006, 212nJo-n49

c..:

·-

~

·--
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WagneF Moot Gou~ Update
:,-

by James Gelb
/'
As many •people at NYLS have already noticed, the Wagner Moot Court
I.abor Law Competition will not be held
tbis' year. The Moot Court Bdard and the
,,. ..
,
.
NYtS aqministtation are-planning to.hold
.Ari<irew Franklin is a-second year day student who is a candidate for SBA president.- ~e- competition again next year and are
There have been notices
!n. many areas of tne schoo1 asking,,,"Who is Andrew contident_it will be reestpblished. Assistant
Franklin?'.~~ stud~rits of BALSA lmd of th~ NatioJ¥ll'Lawyer's Guild believe that it is ~ Bruce is currently in the process of
necessary, to inforin the.student body ofe~tlywho Mr. Franklin ~ Y is.
.
~king a faculty director to •lead the
Andrew Franklin j.s the head of the Military Law Society. He i s ~ a lieutenant in project. ·
the Marine Reserves. Several students have.brought to the attention of BALSA remarks
The aosence of former Assistant Dean
made by Mr. Franklin in Professor CbeJ:i,'.s Constitutional Law and Human Rights classes.' Lippman this year from the competition
._His remarks
said'to have shown extreme insensitivity.to human rights.issues.
has been blained as a major reason for the
_ Judging from some of fils .outward expressions, for·example, the wearing oft-shirts prestigious national competition not being
advertising the racist system of ;;<il!th Africa - displaying su~h logos as "Rhod1:sia is held, despite -its great success last year
Super'' and "South ·Africa '7W - tlie remarks'credited to, Mr. Fnll}klin are not difficult to when Arcbibal~ Cox was a Judge at the-believe. Mr. Franklin certainly has a nght to his.political beliefs. HoweverJiALSA feels finals.
that when a student,seeks office in student go\'.emrnent, he subjects his b{!~fs.and
Dean Lippman had been the driving
Prof. Marshall Lippman
political views to public scrutiny,
•· ·
'
force behind the competition and had de-- Mr.. Franklih spent his Christmas 'vacation in southern Africa and returned to voted a great deal of time and effort into mentum and felt that the administration
describe his trip and the wonderful things.he sawand experienced in the two racially torn building the Wagner competition. The had failed to give the program any support.
. nations. llH? account of his travels in Johannesburg depicts a land of sun and fun .without com~tition had doubled in size in each of Lippman, with the aid of two students did
"',my reference to the)>light of the masses. No mentiQn was made of some of the more the last three years."However, at the end of hll of the work last year. This year, without
repressive aspects ofa government apartheid. Onewho remains oblivious to this type of last year; ~ Lippman was denied ten- Lippman's effort,' the Moot 'Court Board
situation would have difficulty adequately representing hisJellow student's in the school's ~ and .has subsequently joined a. presti- did not feel qualified to prepare the queslargest student organization. Mr. Frahklinifoes not appear to recognize 'the need of a gious mid-town law t\rm. Reached at his tions or able to devote the necessary time.
politically oppressed people tj) seek sel(,<Jetel'.Jllination, out, rather, seems to advocate office Lippman was pessimistic about the Students who work on preparing a11ational
mainb!iriing the stat~ quo. . ·
·
• chan~s of the Wagner Competition being moot court competition cannot be assoMany students are n~t11V!_are ofthe sens_i__tive chords Mr. Franklin strikes as he boldly held again. He pointed to the Joss of mo- ciated with the school's moot court board.
. disregards human ~n~nt. In-fact, S0!1}e people believe that he is humorous and witty.
However, many people felt the same wayln Gennany in 19'lO's about another man making
. '
his bid 1>91itical power.
..
"Who is'Andrew Franklin"?,Perllaps the next-p~ent ofSBA.
(continued from page two)
dent Don W.ilson. Don is currently emMOOT COURT
ployed by the firm of Samuel DeLuca in
NYLS
it
to
the
semi-finals
of
the
Jel'S_ey
City, New Jersey.
Editm's Note: EQUITAS feels that
Fronklm sluiul</. ~ given an !'Pf)01'tu:nity_ t.o
J.
Bruton
Craven
Moot
Court,
Competi·
The
case.is a criminal matter with legal
rup<m,d t,o tlU! BALSA column in view of tlie nature ofthe com~ made.
.....
tion. The competition, held annu;illy at the Jsgues concernin__g \ he. Federal Rules of University of North Carolina Sdtool of Crnajnal Procedure as ~ey pertain to join-'
La\¥, at Chapel Hill~ North Carolina, dealt der of offenses: The . brief presents two
'with the constitutionality of a curfew ordi- main arguments. The first is that the join-nance and the question of~nether a parent ing-0f two crimes was improper under the
may give a valid conse~t tQ a waiver oftheir Rules; the second is that if the-joinder was
~....;:.~;:;:;,;:;....;.;;.;..~~~~..;;,;~~;,;.;,.;..;...,.;.;.~~~~~~~~~~~~~ child's fourth amendment rights.
. pro~r, it:should not have been allowed.as
The school was represented•l;>y Patria being highly prejudicial to the defendant.
Reply to BALSA:
cia Krueger, Diane Mau.antiand Theodpre
The case is expected to be decided this
Heclit,
who
were
one
of
four
teams,
out
ofa
summer.
·
'.
.
total of 22 in the competition-to reach~th~
BALSA and the}lational Lawyel'S' Guild evidently believe that a candidate for SBA
semi-finals. The University. of Richmond
President: must either hold political views acceptable to.them or- have no beliefs at all.
They claim to have subjected mY, beli~fs and opinions to carefuJ scrutiny. Their methodol- beat Brigham :Young University in the
finals.
ogy includes introdµcing .hearsay "evidence" of unknpwn remarks made at unspecified
by Scott Batterman'
times and said by unidentified students to demonstrate my extreme insensitivity;°'and
(continued from PMJe ~ne)
making incomplete reference to private conversations that I had with other students
contestants, each of whom received fifteen
regarding'my'vacation. 'J'hese two groups sum uptheir "fact-finding" by comparing me to
-minutes worth ofargument time, remained
-c. Hitler. Jt is'cliiappointing that the authors of this story failed to substantiate any of their
MEDIA LAW ASSOC.
.
accusations. It is depressing th;lt t~ey failed y, mention my positions on issues t!Jat are
The- Media Law_ ~ t i o n , which calm and poised. .
After
the
competition
a reception folgermane to the campaign for the SBA Presidency (i.e., my desire to halt the ne~ tuition has only existed since the beginning of this
increase, my views on changing the academic prol>ation·policy, my stated goal of reform- ~ semester, is pushing ahead with plans for a lowed in the Froessel Library where the
ing the SBA constitution so that all NYLS §.tude!'lts may particiapte in student govern: ' fund-raising symposium to be·held at New winners were announced. Paul Capofari
rnent). I have attempted to discuss real issues that have an impact on students. Instead,
York' Law School on April 14 from 10:00 was voted the best oral advocate with
David M. Pollack coming- in second; the
•it's politics usual at NYLS (.T-Shirts, Posters and Popularity), except that this time A.M. to 5:00 P.M. • -.
·
• innuendo, half-truths and vllification pave ~n thrown in.
,..,.
Two current media topics will be de- "'.inners of the award for best team were
For the
l a,m a First Lieutenantin the Marine Corps Reserve, and, in fact,
bated. The first will be "Search and Seizure Capofari and James Flanagan, and the winI've ~n selected for promotj~n to Captain. I am the Secretary of the _Military Law in the Media:
Farber Case". Speakers ners of the award for the best brief were
Society, n9t-the "head." Paul..Capofari, a Captain in the United Sta~s Army, and a will be James. Goodale, General Counsel the three members chosen to represent
member of the NYLS team that·will participate in the National Moot Court Competition, and -Executive Viee-President of the The NYLS in .the 19'79 National Moot Court
is its President. During the last inter-session break, I travelled extensively throughout
New York Times; Professor James Simon, Competition (Capofari, Jasper and Pollack)
South Anica 3Jld Rhodesia. As W!th·ev~ other foreigner that I ~et while in' those NYLS; and William Rusher, publisher of and _the students named to the Moot Court
countries, I was impressed by the differenee between tlie situation as viewed.witll'one's the National Review. The second topic will Executive Board for 1979-1980.
own eyes and the same scene depicted by the media. I was, and I. remain, en.t husiastic be "Carnegie Commission Report II: The
ANSWER TO LAST ISSUE'S PUZZLE
about !PY y acation and I don't mina ~peaking at length tc?_ anyone about South Africa and ,Future of Public Broadcasting", debated
Rhodesia. Ofcourse,· neither BALSA-nor the Natiohal Lawyers' Guild has ever invited ~by Dennis Dort,· General Counsel of the
me to do so. As far as my being unaware of.the condition of the "~es", anyone who ~w • Carnegie Commission; and Stewart
my photograplis of the trip also saw -pictures of the tin-roofed huts ~hat some_of the ·Sucqe~, WNET Counsel arid specialist
"masses" live~- ,
,· *
on Carnegie.II. · "Hll!JWI rights,'! and "self-determinatio!1" are vague and nebulous-terms. Their
Panels consisting of others
the
meanings depend on t~ context within which_they are used. I.doubt yery much that when media industries will join in the discussion.
BALSAand and the Natio.nal Lawyers' Guild apply such terms to South Africa, Israel or Those interested in participating should
Rhodesia.they mean the
thing as when applied fu Cuba, Eastern•Europe, Ethiopia, contact ·Bob Meloni, president 9f the Media.
Uganda or any oft.he other paragons of virtue on this planet.
·
Law ~ t i o n .
~
· This is ·a11 very interesting but totally irrelevant to the issue of whether I can
. by Martha Suhayda
adequately reH~nt th~ needs and aspirations of NYLS students. I thihk that I will
SUPREME COURT
. make-~ da!pned fine SBA'President and 1 would hope that yoirwill vote for or against me
· Among the chosen· briefs that' the•
based on your estimate of ri1y ability or your belief in the positions regarding school
Suprem~ Court will ·read in the. coming
affairs taken by _m y opponents.
·
Andrew Franklin ~rm will be one written by 3rd year stu-
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Signing for th~
by Peggy D. Rawitt

Those of you fortunate enough to oo·
graduating this Spring-ought to be alerted.
that you're not offthe hook yet. You've still
got some ~trative_ paperwor~ to
comply with in order to qualify for t he New
York State Bar Exam.
~ . All prospecti~e graduates were required to complete applications for a degree at-the Registration Office by March
1st. For t hose few graduates •who
negle.cted to do so, rest assured !.... you will
graduate, but you will have forfei~ your
right to state how you would prefer your
name to appear on...your diploma. -It will
automatically be printed exactly ~ stated

Bar:-Have you d·one your Holllework?
'

.

in your records. It

is suggested that the

February, 1980 graduates file by
September l;t, 1979, and June, 1980
gr.ajuates ·ought to file by February 1st,
1980, in order to state t heir ~ e
preferences. .
Next, applications__.for the New York
State Bar Exam must be filed with the .
Executive Secret:µ-y, State Board of Law
'Examiners, 90 State Street, Albany, New
Yor k 12207, at least 30 days, .but not more
than 60 days, before the date ofthe exami~
nation. Theapplicationconsists oftheappl_icant's affidavit sworn to before a-Notary
. Public, a brief statement from yqur undergraduate C9llege showing the date of

Progr~ss. at. 53 Wo~h! .
bY. Robert F. Sama
Ai! plans for t he new NYLS Law
Center continue.' substantial progress has
been made at 53 Worth Street. The~ ofconstruct.ion is reflected in the reverberation of j_ackhammers, the endless removal
of rubble and an increasingly unseemly 53
Worth facade, pending external improvements.
'
- Murplly's Law notwithstanding, Dean

·I

Street, and will provide room for a Government Depository collect.ion. The third, •
fourth and fifth floors will consist of
classrooms, seminar rooms, and faculty: offices. In addition, the fourth floor will
house the Media Law Clinic; the fifth floor
will contain the liuman rights seminar room
as well as several offices slated for an exJ)a!lded Placement staff.. --.
·
'Finally, the basement will house the

,.,

.

graduation and the degree awarded, a Registration Office, or call 966-3500 E xt.
certified' check or money ord~r in the 52.
amount of$.50 p;iyable to the State Bo~ of .
The handwriting sample- consists of
Law Examiners, 'and a handwriting copying a short paragraph in your usual
sample.
handwriting. it should not take more t han
lt may sound like lot of work, but it 's 15 minutes to do t his. The law school sends
not as·bad as it sounds. Ms. Jeri Wenz or- this sample directly to the Board of Exthe Registration Office pas arranged to amiti~, alang with a Law School Certiftc- .
provide students with applications starting ate of Attendance and a- Certificate of
April 19th. Three
d ays have been set aside Graduation. When all these documents
to efficiently distribute all the necess~ · have been received, you'll be ready to take
forms and ~ conduct the handwriting ..the.exam.
samples:
·
Should you fail (unlikely as this event
Thursday, April 19th
is); you will have to apply
re10:00 a.m. - 1:~ p.m. Room 302
examination, which requires an additional .
4:30 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. Rooni 401
$.50 fee. Those who,pass the written exam
will then be scpeened by the Character
Friday, April 20th
Committee. "Though most states prefer to
12:30 p.m; - 2:00 p.m. Room 401
screen their applicants before the written examistaken,"Ms. Wenzsaid, "New York'
Monday, April 23rd: '
State has cho_sen to -reverse the usual or·, 11:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. Room 502
der . ,r You will becortie a member of the
• 4:00- 7:00 p.m. Room 401
New York Bar upon ~ing the scrutiny of
Should you be-unable f:<> 3ttend at apy the Character Committee. We at
of. t hese 'times, contact Ms. Wenz in the EQUITAS wish you·all the best of luck. .

a

for

R.,

.

'

.

1!17!1-Jrtliminary flultistatt
JJar ifxaminafutn 8,tlltinar ·.
...

..

-

NEW YORK AREA
(Dates and Locations)
,. .... _ . .

•

,

,.

.);:

..:

..

1,r. i.

aune 22, 23; 24 · · Buffalo;-at.Sheraton lnn..Buffalo East,
2040 Walden Av~

I

..."
-·

-

Women '$ -Caucus

July 6, 7, 8

New York-City, at Statler Hilton,
7th Ave. &33rd St.
".

July t6, 17, 18

'Hempstead, LI., at Holiday Inn,
80 Clinton St.

-

MargaretBearn confidentlyf orecasts com:
·pletion of the renovation before the fall semester starts. The new building will offer
stude12ts ·and faculty many significant
facilities. .
~
Of greatest-importance to most mem,., hers of the NrLs community will ·be the
utilization of the first two floors of 53
Wortllas additions to the hbrary. The first
floor will house the National Reporter
~ ystem, seating for 80 students, a reading
room and restrooms. The second floor will-·
also provide sating . fronting on Worth

Legal Clinic, with three offices for student
attorneys, an office for the clinic's faculty
member , a seminar room, ~_l?pecial library
an<l a conference room with video equipment. EQUITAS.will move from its current
subterranean enclave-to a larger office.
53 Worth will be connected with 47 and 57 ori roughly alternate floors, according to
the planned usage of each floor. The"first
floor library will open onto the Froessel
Library, while the 3rd, 4th, and 5th will
provide faculty members access to the faculty library, offices and dining area.

PMBE's THE .B EST '
. .HERE'S WHY: .
Percentage of students, who attended our June/July 1978 Preliminary
Multistate Bar Examination Seminars, successfully passing their
respective State bar exami~ations*:

-,

ProJ~cts

.

~

.,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ byCarol Schlein- - - - - - - - - - - - - The recent raffle we ran was a smashfug success due to the generosity of the NJLS'
community. As a result of the money raised, we are.able to send four representat ives to·
the Tenth Annual Women and the Law Conference in San Antonio, Texas. With over 100
workshops, the three day conference should be extremely enlightening.
•

...

Women's Law Day is stillin the planning stage. Last year, we presented a panel of •
women attorneys in a variety.of .fields and a·panel o__f women judges from the New York
City area. Our keynote speaker was-:City Council ~sident Carol Bellamy. This year, we
plan to incorporate the information froin the Texas conference into one of the panels. <;>ur
other panel will probably consist Qf members of the legal community who will share their
experiences with us: ·
A committee has been-wor}ring on finding or creating day care facilities for NYLS
community members. The diffioulties in establishing a _n ew day care center may be
lessened due to, a recent _change in policy by the NYS Department.?fSocial Services.
Anyone who is interested in working on any of our current projects or has stiggestions for programs for next semester is <lncouraged to contact us. The time commitment
is small when compared with.th~j;;itisfaction gained by working to"'.ard equal treatment
~f'!o~en in society. •
~-

...

-

Alabama: 88%
Arkansas: 9Z>/4
California: 82%
Colorado: 88%
Connecticut: 90%
Delaware: 72%
Distric·t of Columbia: 88%
Flor ida: ·so%
Georgia:·78%
Illinois : 86%
Kentucky: 82%
Maryland: 80%
Massachusetts: 85%
Michigan: 86% -Ptli ssissippi: 94% -

Missouri: 92%
Nevada: 86%
New Jersey: 71 %
New Mexico: 100%
North Carolina: 100%
Ohio : 85%
Oklahoma: JOO%
Oregon :94%
Pennsylvania: 100%
Ten!'lessee: 88%
• Texas: 95%
Virginia: 88%
Wisconsin: 100%
Wyoming : 83%

*St~tist ics are b~sed on all students rel easing their respective state bar
ex1;1m results to Multist ate Legal Stud!es, Inc.

ENROLLMENT FEE: $125, payable to
...
Multistate Legal Studies, 1.nc.
743 Spruce St., Philadelphia, PA 19106

(215) 925-4109.

/

"
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Winner 1978 Medalist Aw!{d,-Rtst Place.- Columbia
_,'
Sc@lasticrffress Association
.. -

-

__,-

.

---.
~
"'
'Edl1ors Emeritl: Jonah Trlebwasser, Unda Rawson, Marie Richardson,
~ Leonard R~--,,eter
A. Scheschuk, Kennetti
Small, Dennis Stukenbroeker,
.
,.
Ju~lth Waldman, Jerry Weiss..
~
·
~

-

~

DENNIS T. GAGNON

SCOTT·BATTERMAN
Senior Editor
JEROME'LEE
Feature Editor
CHRISGOBAN
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--

Editor in Chfel -.
JAMES GELB
New~ E:{litor
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SH.ARON KELCY
News Editor
ROBERT Mc'9UEEN
Copy'Editor
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Advertising Manager
JANEDILLOF
Alumni Correspondent

Business Manager

~ICHAEL CONEYS

'

>

Staff: Cecilia Blau, _Mark Gon~ad,. John Durst, Aaro.!1 F~ishberg, Bonny Green,
.- Bob Hicks, Sam Himmelstein, Bill Hofm, Joyce Meisner, Mauro Minervini, P~gy
Aawitt, Gary Reiner, Ken Roden, Robert F, Salvia, Martha Suhayda,
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·To the Editor:
·,, '-- on 't op disappears, right? But. if you put ' · · ·
- 0ongratulatiops.and best.wishes .frotll_ ,..:some mustard on.a hot -!,log,or on a sandwi~h
~fu~ aµd on be~o{my-cla$s ofl9'23. . . · · or .solllething, the m_us~;wa~r must be
.__.
THe publication contim1ousiy becomes in it, •right? lJut somehow·ifdoesn't·seem so
oetter and larger and more interesting.· · bad with the mustard so.stirred up and alf, ·
, ' HALLELUJAH.! Excelsjor: Even the- I mean the wate.r doesn't come out if you
• photographs are clear. I received the leave it long enough on the tiot dog, instead
February, _1979 copy on·March 6th. that it just dries ~>Ut like on this .fellow's· beard.
,timely? N. Y.L.S,. h~ risen to ilew heights But have you ever put mustard on some·since my 1920-1~ c~ses in West 23rd thing and then realized that you forgot to
~treet, but the p,ro(essors:ofthat.era were stir it-up? Then you're stuck.
·
also excellent, practical and devoted. Our So I told my lawyer uncle INal~
haye pro~pered and mul~ipµed '.
PARIDELICTO R ~ -- A, what I saw
Sincerely yours; at 'this meeting I went to, and you know
Alfred E. Herz, whit he said to me? He said, Imagine, RI •
CJass of 1923· -E R - ---~, such an awful thing like
To-the Editor:
that heappening at aJine school like NYU.
·You and every other member of your It just ,'.goes to spow you, it's always .
Staff deserve the-highest,.praise for your somethin~"
achievement in 'winning the Cplumbia Lex n.ott exacte definit, sed arbitrw bani
Journalism Award lwo years running.
viri penriittit.
·.
With all, best wishes Jor your con- .....-.. .._
Very truly yours, ..
t~~ed success,
~ Jack~. Kaplowitz
Yours sincerely,
Class of 1975

Is

William L. Bruce
Associate Dean

~

To the Editor:
...To the Editor: ,
.
.
The Student ,Bar Association always
I would like to thank yoµ ~ for provid- welcomes comments and suggestions
ing theJew refreshing moments that I have which may be of benefit to the entire stuPhotographers: Ira Abel;:_f>aula Azzarelli, Anthony Belkowski, Mark Hofer
.
.
experienced in NYLS. I expecially air dent· body'.""Andrew Franklin's letter in the
preciate<I° the
humor of Dennis March, 1979 EQUITAS fails miserabiy in
EQUITAS is,printEid monthly during the school year by and for the students, faculty and alumni of
New York Law School. Signeo arlldes represent the-views of the authors. Unsigned arlicies represent ·
Stukenbroe}{er which was sorely needed·in this respect. It does not accurately depict
~ the-views of.the editorial board. Although EQUITAS strives to have, a policy of respoosible adVertislng, we
this "great urban law. school" atmosphere. the current state ofaffairs in the SBA nor is
do not vouch for t h e ~ of our adveitisements.
My best wishes to all graduating star! it fair iri its characterization-of the SBA as
-·Leltecs andother correspondence stiould be addressed to: The Editor, EQUITAS, 57 WOl'th Street,
members.
· .
"structurally ham~red" and lacking in
New Yorj(, N.Y. 10013. Telephone: (212) 966-3500. ext. 747 or 848. EQUtTAS reserves the right lo ed~
letters to 1118 editor for space r'eQUirements.
•·.
Steve Warren - "authority and control"
.
Entire contents© 1979 by EQUITAS. All rights of republication resllrved. For reprint permission,
Section C
Mr. Franklin confuses the concepts of
.urito tn tho "'1itnr Al the above address.
Class of 1979 authority and control Authority is the re.
flection of the common interest of.the stuT 0 tli "Editor:
.
. dent,'l~y,
,.
~~e~ c~n~rol rep1:88n~ t,he
e .
.
effectl\'_e power m unp1ementmg value
•••
A transcn~t has co~e into my hands that I choices. That being 'so, the SBA is auIn .recent weeks, that SBA has been J)lagu~ _by serious controversies, including the ~hought ~ght be ofmterest.
thoritative iiiacting as the voic.e of the stu, r~signation of Keith Foell as SBA eres~dent, ~e status of Danny Chavez:as Vice-President, ~ A Mr. R1~hard1Feder from Fort-Lee, New dent body:' we f!ave oeen active this past
- and the necessary qualifications of.the candidates for SBA President. All of these problems Jersey wntes an~ W3!)ts to know_how do year in hearing and responding to student
stem from the same roots: the disintegration of effective leadership..arid the lack of you get to be a ~IrE:ctor 0 ~ t~e ~ew York needs and de~ires. For_example: teacher
orgaryizationat"soundness. .
" · .
Law School alumru associatwn. Do you evaluations (a committee is currently
Perhaps the most disturbing of these problems is the resignation by Keith FeJI. Despite have to be an alumnus? Do you hav~.to be a working to collate reams of computer data
his confessed ineffectiveness as President, Fell's -abdication becomes part and parcel of ~wyer? Do you have to know anyt~g spe; and make available a 35 page booklet);
the self~efealing student apathy which he- so vehemently ·opposed and campaigned cial? Do yoll'have to have some aluminum. tardy grade reporting and nonagainst.-As a student newspaper, EQUrrAS cannot condone f:ell's r~treal from the Do you have to know $0mebody? What's reviewability ofexams (both of these issues
jssueshe was elected to remedy, whether they be student ap~thy, the Administration, the the pay? Can anybody be one? Could I be have been discussed at a recent Facultyfaculty, or even the.SBA.
-one? Do you have.to live at New York Law Student-Alumni Committee meeting and
The ~nly 9000 that willcome of Fell's resignation is its mos, obvious messages, that - School to be one?
ful
we received positive results from both the
students must be·less apathetic for NYL~ to survive, and that the Administratiori. must be Mr. Feder, you ask an aw I lot of ques- administration and faculty); extension of
more responsive to the needs of its student body. Naturally, these are laudable goals w~ich tio~ for somebody from New J ersey· But library hours (the administration has
a ir stu<Jent groups should sponsor. Fell's resignation, ho~ever, deliyers o~e message not you came to the right person. Because I, promised to provide additional ·funds and
quitesoobvious,thatstudentswhovoteforSBAPresidenthavetheresponsibilitytoknow R--E R.---A, went to a meetin~ hours have already been extended);
and to choose a person·who will totally commit himselfl6 correctlng the problems which just last week. I wen~ down to tpe school, 1 sponsoring of a--student health insurance
~ Fell admits he was unab!e to solve. A question _still remains unanswered - Was Fall's walked in, I wentint9 an ele;ator:and I got plan (d1:_tails of a Blu_e Cross/Blue Shield or inability to lead-the reason for hisfesignation or was the heat just too hot ...?
~ out. I sat~own, and I coul911 t believe what HJP plan will be announced shortly); fund,,
'---..
•
1
·
I saw!
ing of student organizations and activities
EQUrrAS strongly urges all students to vot~ in the SBA elections, More important, There was this big crowd of people and such as the NYLS 1st Annual Marathon
know why and for whom you arevoting. '
·
'
everybody standing up and shouting and and the 2nd Annual Revue; implementa-....
talking. And I saw this one guy, looked like tion of the voluntary student·activity fee;
... It's Been Good to Know You
· a Ft.! mkGorshin,-you know, Riddler, from early arrival of the final exam schedule.
This year's graduation will be a nappy a nd yet a sad occasior;i for EQUrrAS. Over a Batman, only fatter, and older., had 00 a The list goes on. It is obvious that we have
dozen members of the editorial board and staff.will be graduating ~nd beginni,:ig their new fancy jacket and talked so nice. But I, R- been far from apathetic and there is no
lives as attorneys. In this sense, gr~duation will be_a nappy ~ o n . At the same time, '!:'e .::.E R.- - - A , could see he wasn't anY. "lack of discernible· movement" as Mr.
are sad to see them leave. EQUrrAS
'°:under their guidance, has grown to be a nationally too happy about something.
Franklin suggests, Nor have we been
1
•
recognized and praised law school--student newspaper_'Then _this other guy crune in and a wh9le "structurally hampered" or lacked authorSpecial thanks and good.wishes are e_xtended to all the EQUrrAS grad~ates, espe-- bunch of people clapped,,this fellow had on ity which Mr. Franklin' is confused about.
cially the members of tlie editorial- QOard; Peter Scheschuk, Jerry Weiss, Dennis. a suit and glasses and a beard, only i saw The fact of the matter.is that Mr. Franklin
Stu~enbroeRer! Linda Rawson, Lenny Ross, Marie Richardson, Ken Small and Judit~ nghtawaythathehadablobofmusfardon himself has fallen victim to the "massive
~
. .
.
•.
his beard. It wasn't a big blob, it ·was a student apathy" of which he speaks: it is he
Wak:lman.
. .
. _
The new editorial board and staff wish to thank our ed1tor-m-ch1ef Jonah Tnebwasser , teeny tiny blob, but it was all dried out and who walked out of the SBA over a year ago
for his total dedig1tion an~ le8:dership, and for leavi~g !311 of us at NYLS with something we' dark with little holes in it, you know how, . saying, "I want nothing to do with a 'docan tal<e a _great deal ~f pride 1n.
.
_
mustard gets? It was disgusting! I thought . nothing' organization," who has not atA personal note: thanks for everything and_bonne ~hance to the Elder StatE:sman.
I was gonna.die! Did you ever look iii ~ tended one SB~m~eting in the past year,
~
·
.
:- mustard jar before the mustard gets stir.• who did not get involved when the SBA
EQUrrAS is ~rolJd to announce that for the second straight year we have been red up? There's water or mustard juice or needed involvement_.
presented with a first place award by the Columbia Sch2iastic Press Association, in its something sitting right there on top of the
With respect to control it can be stated
annual competitipn. The competition ~braces scholastic publications nationwide. The mustard. What is that?
enough to make that' we are not the Administration, and
editors and staff l~ank our readers for their support and contributions, and for giving us a you sick_! Where does that stuffcome from? hence we do not hav.e the effective power to
purpose and the incentive to maintain such.journalistic quality. •
I mean, ~ you stir up the mustard, the stuff
(please tu_rn to page eighteen)
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Jhe £QU11AS Editorial~ ~ t a lor the 1~ t!m•· Standing ntor) ant: AchertlalDg Manager Jerry Welu, Editor-hi-Chief Jonah Triebw~r, AuociateEditor Ken Small. ~uction
.

~

Lenny Ron. ~eatar.Edltor Demus StubnJ:m,eker. Seated ant Copy Editor Linda f!awaon and Bualneu Manager Peter Schesc:huk. _.;_

_

--1('/hen a ~newspapemian is ,read~ to work he ·put into the pciper, •despite the fact great- deal of class, h~g around ~with us
.throw the cover over his-: typewriter for the . tlicit I occupied the_position lie sho~d have maniacs anyway); to these last four I owe the
last time he types his "-3().!" column.
had. George and'-1 usually did not agr~ on largest debt of all ... although you rarely saw
· In printer's jargon ~-_30-i.'!. _is ~e symbol how. to,nm E_QlJITAS~but his loyalty to the ·their byline on a sjory, their contribution to
✓ that., signifies the enO:of a _story, and· this, news~r-allowed him to put personal dif- EQUf!AS is beyo~d measure. I have relied
ladies and gentlemen, is the end,,.o f my two ferences aside and give ,150°/4 of himself to on -their advice 6nd help to guide-editorial
yeal'·tenure as tl!e editor'of EQUITAS.
·the paper; ·
,
m id managment policy and they have never
Most "-30-" columns ~e like _the ~thor's
Many of our readers have been kind en- failed to come through, even in the most tryacknowledgement in the front of a.casebook. · ough to .say that EQUITAS has become a ing of times.
·
··
The orily: people whb r~d acknowledge- muGh better P.,Qper in the last two years. I can
. M _ore thank-you notes to:•Ge~e Szuflita,
merits are p&eple~ho expect to be-in them or ·not take credit for the;µ . . . the. credit goes Ken Small, Ken: Roden, Betty Walrond. Sam
~ the friends'ahd felatives of the author. Since in~tead to the very fine·•staff members we Himmelstein and Leon Yankwich for their
lam among family and fri~rtds, I wont worry have·had. Besides George, during the school steady contribution of written material.
about boring you with my .rantings and year 1977-78 I worked with a very talented
T o the members of Battling Section C,
ravings~ •
~
group • that - iilclu_d ed: . News F.ciitor Joe - (Day, 1979), Isaluteyo,u. Wehaveputupwith
~other common feature of a "-30-" col- Stavolq, Copy_Editor Rob Fraser;Associate the very worst that the Administration and
umn is that the editor uses it as one last -Editors Richard Grant and Neal Greenfield, _faculty of New York Law.School could deal
chance to take'ouMhe editorial shotgun ~d~ roductioll.zinap.sxger Rick Ce~~ a ,. A.rt_,~i- out_and w~ have emerged :'ict~itous! I hop~
· blow a few people away. I was tempted t9qo . r&ctorJo:ri;~J>C!I'lq;,and our Washm~ton E',dUor-; that you w.111 all become qchve m the Alµmm
this, since law school has, w.ithout a shadow in-Exile Aliso~ -Greene; ltis·a ,gieat-ttj.}5ute.t9 '1' Association. Remember that- few of our ·
' of a doubt, been the Vl(prst three years ofpny th~se ~~ pl~ mbst of whp~ 'we e.ahead .of tormentors have been NYLS grads . . . WE
· .life~But why should I bore you with my wli~n-_ me in~ hoo\ ~a who ~fid lieen on the neW:s- ~ NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL. not them ....
$ ing? Every st_udent in this school has suffered . ·papirlonger)fian Ihad, ·thcd they p_
ut up with~ n ow that they can't keep us occupied with
through the same adm11u~trative arrogance, my ci;azin~l s . and my insane demands o~,- c!£tsses, why don't we take back our school
f~~lty fumJtl.ing and putrid ~~ac~ment pre- th:~ir t~e ll¼ ?rd~ to P\lt o~•.:ir~at, I a~ J?rou1 " fr~)n t~e~ .as activeNmemoelis ·of the Alumni
d1cament that lH~ , so W:~wdste valuable to ~ . 1s g fi;st-r~te new~per. This 1s th~ Associahon? 't, »•
' •
print' space on th~ t,rifle,s when I can in- s taf£that 'JSrp~ ht~9~1 to ?fYLS our first ot ·, : ·:·~(A spe~!al s ~ ret }}ug and a kiss to Mary
-.-stead-introduce t outosome:o{tliemanykind two Columbia . U~\ter~ity journalism- Jane Sclafanf andSu~ieC.oh~n, a.k.a. Susan
and wonderful peop e . liave m " in the la:& •.a.w.ards:
.
...,
Werther ... _Do n'f wcmn o ge t my wife or Dr.
three yEt,<IIs? Permit me a moment or tW,P.:".to•. . - Of course tlie '77-'?,8 staff had it easy· Cohen jealous!)
say ili~,you to my friends .. . ,
· t qmpared t<:fUit 78-'79 ·~ to~. These '78-~79
To the news staff and Dennis Gagnon:
my firs_t year in s~hool ..L jomeci people have -Been n ttt rt~ws ~er ior >two 9ur new Editor-in-Chief, good luck .. . you are
£Ql].IrAS as g_cub reporter and was taken {antt SOXJ!.e times} hree) yecJ!s,anq have h~d to: going to need it. The school's Administr~tion
unqer the protective wings·of Jµn Tri5:arico,
nci..,.~ e IIl~!,)IOt only in the ~QU!fAS:offj_ce is going to accuse you of being: too harsh,
PeterRose,ElliotHorowitzandBruceTorino, bu "inclcrssas -w ell. Eachofthese·peoplehas when in reality we have not been harsh enwho ~xplained to a yery nervous first year been nfore thG'.Il just co-worker and class- ough, while- certain students and faculty student how one survives to be-a very over- mate; after three years I am privileged to (who don't have the guts to fight their ow:,
:worked second year ~tude:ht. I thank t~~in. count them among my gooci friends cis well. ~fights) will say that the newspaper is a tool of
and oth er 'past editors (Paul Foste! , Jim Thank you (and much love) to ... Judy Wala- ·the AdIIJinistration: As long as both camps
Pag':111? and, Arthur Fisch) for their · wise man and Marie Richardson~ our Alumni are mad at you, that means you are staying
co~l these past three years. I have used Editors; to the witty and urbane Dennis in the, mid_d le, O!l objective ground. That is
that advice to extricateJllyself from the many Stukenbroeker, who brought many a much• the mark of good journalism.
~ght spots my vtild Hung(!rian temperament ne~ec!· laugh into our"illfserable lives; to
·
r-.hasgottenmeintQ. . _ _., /
' .Le nny Ross, our·~roduction Manager2·Jerry
are members of our Administra. J>peaking of-wild Hungarians, and mov- Weiss, our always-hustling Ad Manager; Pe- tion and faculty who have been very helpful
, ing into my second yec:p-(the ftrst as F.clitor-jn- te~ .A. Scheschuk. our fanati<_::al Business to the student newspape~. We have had
Chief)I_would liketothcinkGeorgeSchwarz, Manager and .Copy Editor -Linda Rawson-(a many ·professors contribute articles a_n d to
my first Managing Editor, for all of the hard . lady who, despite· the , fact that she has a
(please t!Jrn to page twelve) .
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hope you are all sitting ·down for this one)
Anthony J. Scanlon! -Yes folks, insufferable
Scanlon can be a nice guy when he wants to
be! It's no secret that Tony and I have been at
loggerheads for the past six months because ·
, of the way I ~ the newspaper and the'way
he h~lps "run" the school ... and I don't know ·
if we'll ever stop fighting·over issues ... but I
thank Tony for his help during that trip to
Beekman Downtown Hospital. ,
,
_
P.art of the reason _we have won two
:jo.umalism. and graphics awards ih the last ·
-l: \wo years_has 1?een the excellent work and
~ cooperation· we have received from our
lprihter, Collage Publications. I would be·re.c
·.e miss if. I did not thank Cliff Thier and Rena .
.
.
.
EQUITAS H~ Cla'as
them I issue a collective thank-you. _
Jackson .( who-also gets a secret hug and a ,,
NYLS Has Less
Although :tnr sure that I'm not doing kiss) for their help. Thanks also goes to the
their careers at NYLS any gOQd, I would like to ~asked Texan who takes extra special <::are
I I JI
'
n.nd begin right at the beginthank two very good friends of EG)UITAS ... of our paper w~en it's at the printer for
ning, if you will, please. I have a
Vice Dean Arnold Graham and Assistant reasons best left µnsaid,
very trivial mind. Detail delights
Dean Marshall Lippman. Both men, as
Ramifications enchant zµe.
graduates of this 1~ school, know ·the imI want to thank the most valuable
Distance no object. No reaspnable
portance of havJng a strong and free student member of the, EQUITAS staff ... this is the
offer refused."-.Lord Peter ~imsey
press and have put tbeir reputations, pre- person who typed all of our letters, who gave
stige and possibly their careers on the line to · the Editor' moral support and tuition money
- lielp u~ when we were under attack-by some and made sure- that the Editor was fed,
So· nov, it is -time, and time reputedly
of tpeir less enlighten~ colleagues. There clothed and pointed in the right direction waits for no man (this principle doesn't aphave been o~e or two occasio~ in tJie past every m9m!llg. 'fhis is the person whg_ is pear to. hold 'true during dull classes, howwhere, witho~t-. their help (e~peciqlly the most responsible for the success of EQUI7'AS e"{er). Though I have envisioneg this column
legal advice 'iof • .our general . co~sel, and who really earned my ·law degree for mentally many ~imes, through countless
Marshall Lippman} we might have had the me. Blinded(orguided)by-loy~. mydec:;rrwife subway rides anctlectures, I still cannot beaemise of-EQUITAS. .
· Ellen put up. with three nea_rly unbearable lieve it is my fost,piece. And though it is no ·
-A special thank-you to all of my secret years of my constant doom, gloom and whin~ more organized for a year~ worth of images,
sources on the faculty and /\drninistration ·
- ·
I wiU sh~e with you some of my more coherwho:leakedall tho$8 spicy rumors and confient peregrinations..
·
dential me mos. You knowwhos-you are ana
you have the.gratitude of all of our readers;
My first y~ at law $Ch~l ~as ~~nt
It's late at night, I,'m running out of typ·
largely in a daze. Numbed, initially, by the
irlg paper antl I.know I've forgotten t9 thank ,,
physical'.weight of the books, I became even
somebody ... consider y~ur.self thanked.
more shell-shocked as the year weil,t on by
"
the psychological ramifications emanating
even going to -say something nice
.- from that great' weight. So:qi_e of the tea'ching
about'the Deans (God, it must really be late). :._
that Section C, Class of '79, endured is best
Thanks for not kiaking us off ·campus, when
·~ damned by faint praise. My first year ended
I'm sure you would have liked to; thanks for
~ with a professor exploding in anger because ·
the scholarship as Editor ($500 a· year ... not
~ I had dared to ask- her to review my exam
full tuition like other~aw schools .... but' all
_____ ._.e- with me. Law school did not then seem a
contributions are gratefully accepted); GraphlcArtil!tRenaJ~nehow•EditorJonahTriebwaaser place where one learned from one's intellecthank~ for the opportunity to ~tudy_in Italy, to - lhe front page of his final iHue.
tual mist~kes and progressed onward tohave breakfast wJ.th· President Ford, and ing. She_ has sacrificed nights out cn:id w~rd a mastery of a body of knowledge. ·
thanks for · giving . EQU~AS some!hing to weeken:ds ·while I have lived with law books Rather, it seemed a perilous minefield,
write about these last two years ... now w hy and squandered whctt little free time I had by ready to explode in a highly arbitrary mandon't y o u make life hard for Dennis and not playing William Randolph Hearst .. Ellen has ner, should one tread inopportunely.
give him anything to write ~out ... in other been my pillar of strength and for all.s he has
Second ye~ was dramatically different.
words, try not to screw up so much!
given, all I can ·give in returp. is my love,
Despite popular rumors, our Deans are appreciation ... and a not so secret hug and a The role of Hercules, rescuing me from my
i~prisonment in the mental Hades of first
not complete ogres. One story !hat we··never kiss.
printed comes to mind.. There was a night
I th!nk I h~e seriously overstayed my year, was played by one Jonah Triebwasser,
studen t, four years ago, who started in welcome. I apologiz~ to the bloodthirsty leader of men, huntet of vicious criminals
September·after 'having a very _serious car . among you who thought this would be and newly crowned head of EQUITAS. He
accident the previous June. He came·to clas- Triebwdsser's last stand ... that.I was really encouraged and browbeat me, altemateli ,
ses, against doctor's·orders, on crutches and going·to let a .few sacred cows ~ave it in the into producing articles of which I am now
in a cast. One day'this student fell and ~ook udd~rs. Helt that thenewsprint could be put quite proud. He gently prodded me into
the ten count. One of our deans dropped ev- to better use by my.t~lling a few very special proofreading and participating as a member
'of the EQUITAS staff. Lo and behold, the acaerything he was ~oing, ·accom~i~ the stu- peopl~ how I felt about them.
""dent in the ambulance to the hospitai, made
As Orson Welles said, a newspaper is_ demics slowly began tQ swim into perspecsure he was comfortable, called his wife, thebesttoyaboycouldeverhave. It's~na tive as my eyes were open~d and my mind
stayed iil the emergency room until -the hell >of a lot of fun these last two ye~s but ·educated by the counsels of the wise persons
-doctors forced him to -leave and then ex- now it's time to say...
·
, .;
of the newspaper staff. And my heart
pedit~ this student's readmittance to· NYLS
. - warmed to · the easy camaradeiie found in
"-30-"
working towarcj a common goal.
,.as a day stud~nt for the following-y ear;

!

me.

Now
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,. I was that student and the dean Weis ci
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-Jonah Triebwasser
-Editor-in-Chief Em.~.ritus-
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let for some of the mQre inquisitive, ques- y~ars sh~tild be spent in cn:i gppren'ticeship ones who seem to have weathered this
tioning intellects of liie school. I found that statµs, wnile continuing to meet with profes- whole business with the least tr~ina. I don't
because of EQUlTAS students do not need to sors to discuss the ·theory behind the prcfc- --know of one divorce or separation, but I do
mutter cynically about·perplexing events cit tiee. Ah, the Elysian fields of legal training. know of several people who have gotten
married, had chi~dren, etc. Conversely. the
the school or celebrate triumphs in solitude.
Thet cqn express themselves quickly and .
In summary, ladies and ·gentlemen of worst dropout, flunk-out rate .J know has
easily: in, the school P5IP9r. Through EQUJ,. my jwy, I hope you -have enjoyed what' we come from the dorm dwellers who; pr~sumTAS, NYLS came alive to me and to many h,a ve tried to d_p fQI yoµ during our steward- ably, are single and can devote all their time
others. The extraor$iipary spirit, energy and- ship at EQUJ-TAS. I, for one, will not soon to study.
-.'Working while going- to scliool hurts
enthqsiasm of the staff is evidenced i n ever;y forget the friendships and respect for "grace
- ,,. issueandbythefactthatEQUJTAShastwice under pressure" that EQUITAS has engen- your grad~s." I got a part-time law firm job
i!l succession been awarded the pre~tigious dered. 'I'.}iank you Jonah, and best of luck; my second year to lceep from dying o, boreColumbia Journalism award .. Further, -that . tho~gh you ma,y not have it ·n ow, I know you dom; and my grades immediately took a half
the school Administration gfudgingly taler- wjll. 'fliank you Jerry and Lenny, though I do point jump upwards. I think it had something
· ates, and may even e~joy the newspaper, not know'how to say it ip Yiddish. Thank you to do with an injection of reality.
dh:;plays its unique and vital function to the Peter, though I cannot ~alculate the sum of
Caseh<>Qk•
~ community. How can one accuse peo- my thanks or figure out ~ow much of a deduc· A casebook has got to be the· most usepl~ who lavish such time and energy on an Jion ! can take on it. Thank you Dennis S .. less thing between covers since a girl from
enteiprise, that in me.my ways represents though 1 cannot say it ~ liltingly as you. . Glasgow I once knew hamed Gloria. I don't
the school to the public, of hating their· Thank you 'Marie, and I would sh~ke your know how many times I've found out that the
school?in EQUITAS NYLS has a precious as- --:right hand if your doctor would release your case b-n a point of law jn the C(:lsebook has
set it would do well to nurture.
, arin from its p iaster prison. Thank you Den- been ~uperseded by a long ·line of more
Finally, in my la~t year 1 hcive had the nis
and best wishes for the coming heady · relevant cases, codified into statute, or just
, ·
true privilege of working with a dedicated year with EQUlTAS. Thank you- to .a ll the plain overruled.·
- corps of~professionals, putting qut a paper 'others who form the·emptional collage of the
·Acasebook is supposed to be an antholonce a month. Once again, my peers have passage y,e have all sfiared through .NYLS: ogy of original source material on· the law.
impci11~ tom~ so muc~_of what I willalways '.Gene, Betty, Sue, J~dy, "Andy,• Steve, But, if you're as smart as they_think you
vafoe-fiom my three NYLS years~ .
Coneys, Bob, Leon, Bella, Vinnie, Gerry.
ought .to be to use them, i(s not hard to·see
The~training that th.e EQUITAS experiThank you ~ofessor McDougal. for al- that these collections of badly edited cases.
ence h~ provided us ctll is invaluable; we ways treating student~ with respect ~d as if reprints of the author's law review articles
will all be_j:>etter lawyers and better ~pie th~y- have something valuable to offer. And and pointless questions give you misleading
-· 'thank you tQO, for bejng a truly.inspiJ:ational_ generalizations more often than the law, and
for what we now know.
teacner.
Further RandomObae~ons
don't cover the subject as well ·a s a text or .
Sometimes I don't care one Bit about the .... ' And an extraordinary thank-you to F.d-... ho~k ~ould. Teaching a · statutory
school, I want to..finish up.- get out, be what . ward, who has let me cry on his shoulder, course with a casebook is a waste of time.
I've heen becoming for:the past three years, .share his computer, "Plug", and work it all
talk~ to one of o~ British professors
forget if not forgive. Other times, I want to ; out in som~ exhilarating squash matches.
who-said no other. country uses casebooks
reform the place, to cliange how we are
~
·
and who professed to be quite shocked. by
taught and by whom, change attitudes and
"-30-"
9tmospheres; ~Gare'_passionat...ely_._p1years to
-Linda Rawson .the w\lole business. How did this absurdity
come 1 suppose I will come to rest someCopy Edito! Emerita come- about? Here·~ one version of the .story
(citation omitted):
·
where if1 betw~n these~po~itions, always
(ChristQJ>he~
Colum.
'
Professor
mindful of exactly what NYLS gave to me
bus) Langdell spent the spring ·of
during my time and of what it is doing for
1870 in ~ollecting materials for his
other~.
.
· . •
·
course in.Contracts. In the fall of
I like my fellow students; indeed they
that year. haying been elected
are . the school's most · valuable resource,
Dean.
he first employed his new
though the school seem~-to p.epreciat_e~them
method. Instead of giving his·. sturather rapidly. I dislike the school atmosdents the usual textbook, he put in
phere; is it really necessary to .rµn NYLSJike
their hands. advance.sheets of his
a wayward chilc:ben's ho~e?
new
collection. They found themThe struggle for a job has been ecluca_,
selves possessed of the cases as
. tional. It might prove apinteresti ng 1¢,ora- · _
reported, but bereft of the headtory-expe~ment for the Administration to go·
notes. To. elucidate each topic
out inmufti, posturing as recent "NYL&.graduLci:ngdelChad selected all the imates, and attempt to fiI!d jobs; it would cerportant English cases in point and
tainly prove il1J,1IDinating as to what the ·per.
- arranged them in chronological orca'ption o'f the schoolis among thE: leg~l com~
~ cquld kvetch about ac~demi5= ip.efder. followed by relevant Americcm
... muniq,. I ~ig!_it _1>9int out that at a r~te of:._ Jiciency, professors who never knew w!1en,
and
Scottish cases. The student
, twentyearthshakersay~. it.will takeNYLS , where or whaf1'}eir classes were; class and
was expectedto extract the princias long as llie Voyager's m\ssion.to change _exam sche<:_i:ule~ put together with . the
ple from the first case. ~d then_
its present \~age.
.
_ miI!imum amount of thought; a 23°/o rise in
trace its development and applicaLawschool.hastaugptmethatmyatten- tuition on a take-it-or-leave-it basis, while
tion historically through the later
tion spa:ti · is about fifty-five minutes· at .,a - . th~ desks got rickety, the carpets frayed; the
c~s. The students were revolted.
stret-ch, that I learn.better by myself and,that ·-:- classrooms shrunk _and the ,Administration
Most of them could see nothing in
I am ,not excited or e"n lightenea by hearing built themselves like.big offices, but I won'.t.
Langdelrs system·but mental con·the' various opinions of upwards_of !}iirty
~-1nst~d 9f being petty,1'11 tum my three.
fusion and social humiliation. Atpeople on every case, two to three time,s a ' years'•experience and wisdom to a tew gentendance at his clases fell off to
week. The two weakest areas of legal educa-.r~ eral topics and hope those trudging after me
·seven devoted disciples. A good
tion today are the case m~thod and required might ·stop·· and question, and that those
attendance in classes. ·:A tutorial system questions will lead to reform, or revolution,
d~ of .the trouble ~as due not to
Langdeµ's method. however. but to
WQU1d be infinitely preferable, where stu- · or something..
his-ineptness as a teacher.
dents m~t with pro.f essors weekly .to d:iscuss
.Myths Dispelled
the completion of _assigD!Ilents or progres,s
''Law school is 'destructive to mar- .. ~n.a piece of researc4. The second and:third riages." Th~ married stude~ts I know are the
(please-tum to page fourteen)
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As you see, traditions last a long time in
·- Job Plac~ment and the End of the Trail
Personally, I figure the Placement Office
law schools.
·· ·'
. . A little Russian sh~maker, after many has cost me more, in requested resumes and
·
Most casebooks have a-veryshort life. In YecI!S of trying ~<;I worl_d-:wide pressure, fin. forms filled out which I never hear about
fact, so~eoftliemareout6f date~venbefore · ally got an emigration visa· and was wel- again. than I got out of it in ·x ~roxes on how to
"you buy them. why, then, do publi,s hers in- c omed with wishes ,of ~app ~ness anq evaluate my career-oriented~goals. Hows\st ~n bi.riding th'~m like·familyJ3ibles? So prospe~ity in Israel. A fe!" wee~ lq~er, the ever, I'm enough of an existentialist to ap· they can charge'- you.more for SOII\ething you , resettle!]lent agency got a letter from the .,__preciate this. .Aibe'r t Camus would have ·
don't need, dummy. Softcover books would l;hoemakerasking, "So, whereismyjob?"
understood.
..
be ch~r an~, easier< to carry. ½>oseleafs
~ Wan~ing to make his transit!O~ to a ne~
The "-truth is, · far from opening 'up
(whicli,are czyailable tcrptofessors) woulp be he>pieland qs ,easy as possible,. they found employme nt opportunities, a law degree
eve:ri.better.J >ecause·they cquld ·1,e kept up to _s ome-'~ oney in ~e budget and set him up in cuts you off from 95% of all jobs available.
date wi\hout ,,e xpensive supplements. But a.little shoemaker's shop. ·
..,
The chances of you going,back to the loading~
there.:.s ·not ~uch money-to be ,made in .thht
A"- few weeks later the agency 'got dock pr the receptionist'.s desk after you get
·type of bin.ding.· .
anotlier l~tter :asking, "So, where
the out oflaw school are mi.nimai.
'
. customers?"
Based on the job prospects I have at the
·. With more people going to law school,
·
·
~oment, following the bar. exam, ~ plan to
• publishers are trying to grab a bigger piece
--, Ex-placement director Vera Sullivan spend part of the summer writing ..DISCO
of the action. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich has too1c .. a lot of flack from frustrated, job- SUCKS.. in the subway. After lhat, I'll probbeen busy gobbling up study outlines ~d hunting students. Many usedher as a scape- ably be dodging the'bank that gave me my '.
bar re.view courses. What with the niultistate goat for:their own disappointments.
student loan and catching up ·on the last
bar exam; barreview course companies are
FTom what I could see: the problem was three years' TV reruns. If anybody else has
. You can buy me a
the hot acquisition properties at the mome nt. ··j ust a policy difference": She had'·a mandate some free time,' call me up.
I wonder if W..est Pu61ish~g Cp. has e'{er 'to
most of, her budget and time on the beer.
~
✓
been t!:!e ·subject of an antitrust inye~tiga- students who needed it the least, so the
,,~ ,,
tion. And if not~ why·not?
school could look ·g ood iri the job market in
. -The Socratic Methoa
th~ future: a type of seeding. Th; Class of
,-Dennis Stukenbroeker
·This, of course, is where tne professor 1979 just clidn) und~rstand that they should
Feature Editor Emeri~
CiISks the stuclent what·the case is all.about. be sacrificed so- the Class of 1989 'could
This ~ethdij-"ignores tw~ questiQns: 'If the _ ben~fit.
..
student knows what the case is about. why
Vera did, sort of, try to show those who
shoulp he come ..to class? If the ·s tude.n t woul~ lis_tE!n what. legal work is, something
doesn't know what the case is about, wliy tliey'never learned.in class. &d she tried to
· ask liim? The class~ a whole gets vecyl ittle get people ,t o think of themselves as marketout'of this px.ocess. It's'" des igned to place the able commodities. which may or may 'n ot be;
individual studerit, in a no-w.in situatlon in • commendable. ,
.
order to make a good lawyer out of him. On~
She did ·h ave a prQhlem! ~me·students
makes ~-goocLgu~d ~e>g;, !J.:i:ia. w.ay. by starv- have ~en kept in school all thei!1 ives and
ilJ.g CIQ'd kieking µ\ ~ow ~ici this absurdity aren't !lll;fe what,a job is. Others. who have "
coine about?
·
been out in the r~ l world, are still naive
Thet ~atic methopwas pioneer&d:1:>y enough not•to r~l~ that in the free enterTheodore H. Dwight:. I 'return to my source prise ~sys t~m. the freedom to starve applies
(citation again omitted) for a .d&scription of to the_, pro[essio~. too. Unfort~ately, . the
how he wen t aboufit:
kirid of remedial aid nece ssary in these-situ- •
·
·
He Jm:ew his men. not tiy name
-- ations went beyond -Vera's -type- of product
- -The task of ~ iting thi_s piece.has been
merely. b'ut ~ calibre,. and put just
packaging;
. .
made a little easier by the knowledge that
auch•sfrahi on
s)udent·• fc:icul1ies as he a~med,might}?e safely
bc>me. Tow~ a .student aggressively confident 'he was firm and.
tole~t:. to,ivard .anotller wave~
mgly_ ~e~cdn. h.. was encouraging and helpful. Even with tl:ie most
The Dwigl!t Inn Chtzpter ofPhi Delta Phi
stupid- f:Dld blundering. Dwight
The _I,:,.ternational Legal Fmternity
was never impatient .or petulant.
will honor
He never held't liem up to ridicule or
Myres~- McDougal
.contemp~; he never cens~lhem. ,- . ··
as the
an$! he never diet anything which
Ira Stone Professor of the Year for 1978-1979
-would te1:1d in the slightest d ~
at the·Fratemity's
to mortify them.
Annual Year-end·Dinner

are

1

.,,.,.I"

-

,

use

·"'

each

~

,/

He sounds-like anice enough guy. While
Langdell:s ghost <:ontinues to-haupt us, poor
Dwight has tieen pretty well exorcised:-Yet
th~_Socratic meth'o.cl confillues to,be used,
despite 75J7ear; of ipip;ovements in education.
If . the" Socratic method, like the casebook, .is..,. merely inefficient, then .the rea!
problem must l>e with the practitioners. I've ..
made a careful and obj~fiv~ study of the
· subject
can provezthat; professors·w ho
still use the Socratic method are sleazy little
professional.q:nd social failures who seek fo
humiliate_ students~in order to· compensate
f9r their own: personal _!nadequacies_.
1

an9

Thursday 6:30 P .M., ;\pril 19, 1979·
Rosoff's 1899 Restaurant·
147 West 43rd St. at Broadway
·

$12.50 perpenron

Cocktails and Dinner
Free Parking ·
•
•
All students, faculty and alumni areJ,wited to attend.
.
The fraterni ty will a/sQ initiate all new members and announce the winner ofthe
Fmnklyn C. Setaro S chool Service and Spirit award at the Annual Dinner.
Tickets will be
available, ~mall Fm ternity officers.•
'
'
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some of my fellow editors are having similO: of but three deans to.a school. now ~very ne_JY Gil's. At the very least, NYLS will ~lways be
difficulties. I think the. best way to handle position-is not "real" without a correspond- the friends I came to.la}ow; the·Second Floor
this space without becoming lost in style is ing title. Perhaps my complaint is properly will merely become what it truly is, a memsimply to run through a collection of my directed at America 1979,where triple word ory of insecure mice to be laughed at during
thoughts about NYLS.
·
titles are mandatory. ·Nevertheless, must nostalgic moments.
.
·of the law, I am only as knowledgeable
begin, _I should. start with my begin- NY1S fall prey to social whims? I think not.
:µing here. Aside from the t~a sandwicl;i the An institution of' legal education should as .my ability to understand its fast paced
Administration provided, 0iientation was a stand steadfast against such irresponsible changes; we are the people Lewis Carroll
functional waste. Most students would ·tren$andfollowa,morereasonablecou!se. spok;e of, who run as fast ,as we can only to
agree thc;rt. gathering 300 new students for 2
It would be the easy way out to end this stay in the same plac~. Now, on the eve of
(now 3} dcfys a~omplishes nothing save to column with a vigorous lapibasting of tlie graduation,-there st~ds before the world an
. provide the initial fuel'to fire student distrust Second Floor, but it-is equally proper to high- aspiring lawyer delicately balanced on aand disrespect toward the Administration. light some of my pet peeves regardin'.g my silken thres~old of the seamless web. I only
Wds it D;ecessary to compel our attendance fellow students on the way· toward the hope that in the distance of the run, we do not
to listen to the over-inflated egos of the ad-· " ~ " of this column.
forget what exists off the web, for the law
ministrators? The answer was "NO", and inffave you ·ever_noticed the inconsider- isolated.from life is indeed deadly.
stantly NYLS and the Class of 1979 began ateness cind sheer unreasonableness of
their relationship with vague feelings of s_pme of your fellow students? For instan9e, ·
aµimosity.
in 47 Worth, where a cubicle is a lobby serv-Leon~ Ross
Production
Manager
Emeritus
My philosophy, when I came here, was 'i ng.traffic. from four directions, plus public
to learn the law and to a oid that which phones; OK the building is poorly designed
prevented me from doing so. However, after (I'm surpri_sed it has Fire Dept. clearance),
that initial contact with the Administration it but is it necessary for thinking people to stop
became clear tl).at the Administration and in the 3 foot doorways for a chat and make
· the policies it supported too often became matters worse? How about riding the elevaobstacles on that philosophical road. It is a tor with the person who is "only gqing down"
sad state of affairs when the Administration and refuses to put out the cigarette after poof an educational institution views itself as -litely'being told you can't breathe? I've gotmore important than the .students and fac~ ten better treatment on the "D" train. I hesiulty of the institution. Although a full narra- tate to think that our futu,re lawye.rs at NYLS
tive of the lore of NYLS Wars is too long for are representative. of the society they are
this column, I think the reader-should know supposed to·be serving.
of such things as the "fight for Haines Hill"
Those of you who have diligently .
the "defeat at Pessen Point", and the "consis- searched EQUITAS for news of the new
tent conquest of Cpn Law".
·
_,, building have probably wondered how· such
The first two incidents reflect a narro~- a tot<ill lack of new dev~lopments regarding
·~inded Administration polig of hiring pro- the new law center can each month be put in
fessors based upon, strict lesume require-. new creqtive ways. fcan only tell you that it This is'itl An-exp,erience that has been filled
nienfs without due regard to the applicant's was not easy. The latest from the grapevine with ci:s much anguish as joy. The joy has
ability to teach. Teaching, like trial advo- is a proposeq grouncj-l?reaking this Decem- come from many of the warm relationships
cacy, is an art; ·1 he technicalities may be ber, 'presumably on the parking lot. My pr~- that ,I have formed these past three years,
Jearnaj after considerable work, but the tal- diction: go to Atlantic City, it is a safer bet. and the anguish from the tedious aspect of
ented teacher is innately capable of captur- , NYLS on-the parking lot, unless it's a drive-in law school.
ing the imagination of .students · without law-school (what an innovatipn); should be
Although my time is short and my .c onjangling 'keys and calling for volleyball forgotten. I don't say-we don't need it, we do. centration at cin all time low, I'll try to share.
games. Unfortunately. thopgh the Second Nor do I say _that th~ _lot is not technically· some of my feelings about the past three
Floor equates a recent JD from Harvard, Yale correct it is. However the parking lot is not .years. I would like to end on a happy note,
or Columbia with natural teaching ability, poliiicaJly correct and that is the key. The · therefore I will deal with my negative feeltoo often no correlation exists. There may be reason for a new law center is to draw atten- · ings first:
·
hope; the Administration may have learned tion to NYLS (not NYU) and build our image.
·
·
from past experience, as several "incompe- In a world where form eclipse~·substance, a
About NYLS......once this school gets
tent turkeys" no longer find a perch at the building on the parking lot (50' x 200') is an over its schizophrenia, it could become a hel_p odium. Perhaps quality teac;hers will be error. primarily because the bulk of the • ·tqva school. The schizophrenia I refer to is
hired and retained in the future. The impor- school cannot be seen. As far as the New. the school's practice of spending time and
tant point however, is. if the professor is no York Times will be concerned, NYLS will money selling the public on the idea of an
good, COMPLAIN. A passive student body is merely be adding another 50 foot sto~efront "Urban Law School" while they continually
just what the Second Floor would °Iike.
to our Wortb Street facilities. The story direct all of the school placement facilities at
would be considerably different for the NYLS putting out Wall Street attorneys. I do not
About the Administration itsel~; like image were the new law center to front on disagree y.,ith the school's policy of wanting
most organizations today, there must be 200 .feet of Broadway; the Times might even to compete for the Wall Street positions,
some mechanism to run daily affairs. At print our n'a me correctly.
however I do disagree with their approach . It
NYLS, the Second· Floor qnd its depvatives .
the meantime we aie to~ content is my position. that if NYLS wants to be
are not a cause for celebration. It seems that with our three buildings on Worth Street and Harvard or Columbia then they should direct
the support staff is generally competentto do the kn~w ledge that despite the criticisms . all of their energies to\l'ard achieving that
the job, however, the school is overblown and consistent -misinformation about NYLS, end. As it stands, now neither approach has
with 'deans and directors who are too inter- and de!;pi~e ·the Second Floor bungle~s who been developed to its potential. The students
ested i~ making themselves appear -pleas- purport to be professionals, we owe it to our- at NYµ, are as compete:o.t as any group anying to the outsider without really a9vancing selves to ·recognize what _we are. Call me where in this country, and if given a chance
the quality of NYL$. In short, the A'funinistra- naive if you like, liut the on~ thing that is to shine they will shine. The Administration
tion abounds in form witliout real substance. right about this sch~l 1s the stt!dent body. is alienating that portion of the stude nt body
I refer to th~ unwholesome deanflation WE are NYLS. .For myself, the remarkable which could do the most for it.
which has recently beet.ired; is it necess~ to - friends'from Battling Section 'C' Class of ·1979
About the ~pie.... .I will cherish many
-create deanships merely because another and EQUITAS hav:e left me with good mo- of the relationships tha( I have formed here . I
school chooses to run its administration in ments lightly sprinkled over the general dis- ·feel 'privileged to have met people like Judy
suchatitular.fashion?Therewasonceatime . gust which ,permeates all elevations above .
-::
(pleasetum t~ pagesixte1!n)
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· Waldman, Carol Davies, F.d Reale, Amy
Turner and all of the people mthe Criminal
Def~nse Clinic, to _n ame a f.ew. This list
could go on and on, but time and my tired.,
right wiis(:will h.ol permit if..
Additionally, I enjoyed working on the
paper. Ev~ryone was always understanding
and eager to ·l end a hand., P~ple like Lenny
Ross, Jonah Triebwasser, Dennis StuJcenbroeker with.his wry sense of h~or, Linda
Rawson ·w~th her able pen.and sharp eye,
made thejoB a pleasure.
.
My many organizatio_!lal' ties allowed
··· me to get to know many of the staff and prolessors. I can honestly say; 'thcit everyone
treated me with the utmost kindness, thus
making my tenure at the · school a little
easier. Mark and Arnold, in Gil's;· were always kind and even more so when I broke my
wrist. I wish thebestforallofyou, andlhope
th~ both you, the reader, and N.Y.L.S:- the ·
community, prosper.

April, 1979

Despite the~ improvements, the atOther sources of dissatisfaction are:
titude of many of ~Y fellow graduates to- the failure.to publish an exam schedule beward this school, an· attitude which I share, fore registration or early in,the semester - I
is a negative one. My law school career be-, refuse to be fooled by documents marked
gan on a feeling ·of tremendous hope and "Tentative Schedule", "New Revised Tentajoy. J was finally starting my professional tive Schedule", and 'We Think This Is The
training. Three ye<irs later I _am read,y to Last Tentative Schedule'', all of which show
leave school,depressed ~d confused. Dur~ incredibly little thought in their composiing these years I have CQnstantly asked my-_ tion - and the.game of musical professors,
selfwhothisschoolisbeingrunfor.·Students which is··second only to Bridge as the most
and student problems appear to be sec- commonlyplayedgame·at NYLS. Tiie losers
ondary in the minds of the Administ.ration. in in this game are "the students who pay exoran effort ~o attract higher quality professors bi.t ant·tuition fees in order to be taught by
to this school, immediate student needs ap- boring, often incompetent professors who
~ to have been. put aside. While more lectU!e right out of qilbe~'s or some other
professors have been hired, requiring office outline. Unfortunately I have been burdened
space, and administrators and new deans _with many of these impostors. These inh~e been given bigger offices, classrpoms competent people are no more guilty than
have become ridiculously overcrowded. those who may be equipped to teach but
Classes with students sitting on floors or in generate no enthusiam for their profession
the .hallwqys have b_ecome co!Dmon place. or.s ubject matter.
Lines of students who are waiting for the
Finally, on~ must wonder wliy faculty
'
Marie Richardson elevators stretch into the streets and have meetings remain closed to students and/or
Alumni F.ditor Emerita ceased.being a source of humor.
student representatives. ·In light of what has
•
Lest I be accused of being fastidious, let been said previously in this and other colme point out that the aforementioned prob- umns we must contemplate ·whether somelems are only the proverbial "tip of the thing is being hidden from us. Are ·t he disiceberg". There are many other serious prob- cussions·and decisions at those meetings so
lems facing this school. The condition ohhe self:.serving of the faculty and administralibrary is absurd. I ·recall shaking my head tion that they are embarrassed to open those
in disbelief when, during ~y project in Legal meetings to student~? While we are told that
Re~eardi, a book which I opened broke into De<:?} Shapirq ha~ long supported the stutwo in-my hands, a victim of age and dust. dents on this issue, nothing is being accompPutting the remainder of the blame where_ it lished. on this ~atter. I implore all returning
rightfully belongs, I am stunned at the ·self- students to work together to achieve this im-.=-ishness
of those students wh.o refuse to re- portcmt right, to. succeed where we, ·the
e
} shelve their l?ooks or who Yemove pages or - seniors, have failed .
.:i entire volumes to add to their personal
I choose to end this column on a positive
libraries at home.
./
note. I have met several people at NYLS who
{
Another problem, which can only be de- have provided the bright spots of my law
- scribed as needless, is that of--Iate grades. school life. Fearing that a list will cause me
third version of my __ '.'30" The audacity of those tea~hers who ·take to omit some who are deserving of mention, I
column--that column which all senior editors months to get their grades in is incredible. name only two, Professor Milton Silverman
undertake to compose to express their final Were there just a handful of offenders, the and Gil Hollander. Taking a course taught
thougl:its gn law ~ool life. The firsJ two lfe problem would be merely unnerving; that by Prof. Silverman is a must. At the highest
crumpled beside meon the desk, both fai~ing better thc;m half of the professors are guilty level of competence and . knowledge and
! to properly communicate my conceptions. I ~akes the problem a depressing one. What uniquely adept at communicating this
have long since come to understand what my is even more lncredible is the feeling of one knowledge to the students, "The Professor"
.,. colleagues, both past and present, have · high administrator with whom I talked thal is both entertaining and personable. The two
meant when they spoke of-the diffic}llties of there i_s nothing that can be done about thi~ courses that he taught. which I took, at this
writing a "30" column.
. situation. A.t a time when student -re- "law college", as the Professor would say,
- · I have been told by some, in particular - sponsibilities are governed by deadlines, were memorable. I also extend my deepest
by members of the Admin~trCI!ion, of the · punctuated by late fees.i t is hard to believe thanks to Gil. Be it by a smile, a kind vi<:>rd, or
tremendous strides made by NYLS in the that a similar solution cannot be found. for a caring question, one knew that Gil was a
past five years. I 'will unquestioningly ?C- late graders.
friend. His concern and interest were
cept that statement as being valid, noting
Another sore spot is the placement of- genuine, ·a point which is not unnoticed by
that I can only speak to the three years I have fice. It has long, since become apparent that the students.
·spent at this school. .
the placement ·o ffice divides students into
. Last. and, without a doubt most imporThe school has made-several changes two categories: the top 10%, 'and the others. tant, I face the supreme challenge of relatfor• the better eluting niy tenure. The new Much effort is made to gef jobs at big firms ing to my fellow students of "Battling Section
calendar, und~r which it is no longer ~eces: . for the higher echelon; as a consequence 90°/o. C" how much they have me~t to me. The
sary for students to study for exams over the of the student body ·is practically ignored, . difficulty and pressures of law school have
holiciays, has been a much-welcomed addi- relegated to being pointed toward a stack of been- much publicized. The camaraderie
.tion. The acquisition of a third building will' "books and told to select firms to send re- made. the depressing times bearable, the
resoive ci tremendous problem, although I sumes to, without being advised on how to · good times even better. I wish you all sue~
note both comically and sadly that work on nauow down the choices. The firms that are cess in your future endeavors. To my friends ,
the building is proceeding at a tortuously solicited to conduct on-campus interviews the "Ba~khenchers"; I am saddened by the
slow pace and the addition:al space will be of again aie predominatly aimed at the higher knowledge that our law school days together
no avail to. the graduate~ who fought long .echelon: Becau!!._e !he placement office is se- are over. You are the greatest friends I h_a ve
and hard for it. The compute~ hand-in yerely understaffed qnd under tremenaous ever known. I could never have made it withregistration system, though still having pressure from the Aq.ministration, appoint- out you people. At the same time I am overminor timing problems, is _also a marked im- ments must be made weeks ·in advance, a joyed by the knowledge that our friends hips
provement from the long registrationJines of situation which js ofte!} of little help to the are of the type that will not end at
old.
·.-,-- . . •• -·
~
·
students. ..-........ ·
·· · .- .:
graduation.

s
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J conclude !{ith a sens~ of relief !,hat my

The major ~oncem of the Administration
schooldaysarewindingdowri; lam,readyto.. seems to be public relations. The sc;hool's
. take my place in the leg~l prof~ssion. l,am reputation-is'constqntly improving, which is ·,
delighted that I will finqlly h~e the ti~ to . fine hecau~e i1;1 the long run it will help µs,
enjoy .e veryday: life. These pas1 years have ~ut .at .the expense of the. c~rreD:t st~dent~.
been hell, put I'd probcilily do it all over, The Admiriistratfori hires "names" to come
again.
. · · ·. - · .
· cn:id, teach cit ·NYLS: "ln_1t not all of thes~ big
J
.
.
Kenneth Small shots can teach. It seems that if' one has
.lls.«!iateEditorEmeritua· ij~atq o£Yale on' one~ ~esuine, NYLS will
. hire.-onJ,: ~Y¥Y not fit_t-iii.,9 ~fo t~~
ieague mqld w.il.l not l~\ lq_ng at ~S. ·· ..._ ,· .
...
· ~ere i$_ er lot rf!-Oie I ~ould . complaiji
'.E
~ about, but wliat-tlie hell. Law schoorwasn't'
·,... ~
J -thafl?ad, fveh~4somegoodJ ime~·ber~: I'~~·
·
maae ci Jot off~ends. l'm,9.9i~!':l to miss them. .
_g
' , .. ~TIJ.ere cn:e ~so: m~y people whom I .
' E:
_ylOUld !ike to thank fotputtfng up wi!h m~
.· 'This is ~ :i'first and probc:ibly my last
these. past three· y~~- ~d, for niakfu~f Jaw "30" _cofo~n. / I didn't know · what to write
school bearable. I w1sh I could thcirik evezy- about so I looked at -the "30" columns in last
o~e.'individualiy; ouf ,J demi hci,;e· ·e nough .April's £QUITAS. What was said. in those
"t:' space (or en~rgy).;I ~uit.-hbw~ver,_.,.m
- ention ''30"'columns-is as true today as it was then.
i a few individuals for friendship aoove .cind Tliey_ccn~ld be reP£::a1:ed verbatim.
~ beyol\d the cal} olduty.'
· · · _ · ._ · .
Nothing materio:} has changed at NYLS
_PETER SG_HESCHUK,. my· f<ivprite goy,- "in this EOSt year. Of course, people come and
·_g
who• dlspels
the rumor
that all
accountants go but -'t he sa~e-attitudes prevaii and the
..Q. '
.
"'
l
- . _
_
-- are boring. petty sons-of-bi!ches.
·· - s_ame E?.~perience_s oc~ur_. What you're-comAs.my Law School career nears an end
µ:NNY R0SS, a g_entleman and ~emi~ ,plaining about now are the same things that
and !,reflect ~on my three years\;._at NYLS,·a scholar.
,
·
· .
.
our Eredecessors ·coµiplained about. Why
question-·comes.to mh\d:.was it-worth it? This
LINDA ijAWSON, whose_Sunday Times donlthi?.gs c~ange?· - · · .
is a difficult question·ana I'¢. not sun~ I have crossword puzzle$ ~elP,0rl . me_ survi~e
. · T_hings .. .don't _change ~ause , few
an answer. The easy answer _ould be "yes." through ethics.
..
·
people get involved i~ stud~nt_ organizations
Hell, in a few wonths I'll be ~nurttomey; Cll}d - SUE WERTHER COHEN1 the best,tl}ing to a~d '?J~er~ho<;lie~ ·that i:nflu~hce_thE:_ conduct
God·willing,,1'11 liave a jo:6, and within a.few: come out of Phil_!idelphia'since Ben Frqnklin. of_the school.- Students don~t get involved
year~J'll.be making a lot of money: . ·~·
.
DENNIS STOKENBR0~. who is al- because· they say, "We havEf to concentrate
KoweYer, ifs not as sin:i.ple asJhqt. I've most as funny a~Richard Grant:on q1¥ sclioo!work,~we.don'.t ·have time. Be:
been through q lot these wst three years,
• GIL HOLLANDpt. who J1as don'e:.more . sides, ·incompetents run all ·the 9rganiza~c;i it will takealot.Jl!oret~an~;f~wh_o ursqt ·for~the ~!~_dents ~f ~
.,th~ tlie ent~e-Ad- tio!1s." MJ an,svr.:er.is that incom~tents run
Galw~•s on May 17 to get ot.erit.~ t ~e'fust ~in~stration. Thanks for.eyerything, G!l. . . stude~t org~i~ions ~because V?~ let them
- suni 4P my three years h~re in h!o sentenPROF. GJUFTl~S. who _is returning to be' there~ ~un ·for office yo_~ s,elf! D.9~'t le!
· ces~when I entered NYLS tw~ fairly normal civilization next year. Boh V~yage, Profes- Keith Fell's,_.!ef?igna_tiop !JS SBA President ~isand healthy_ }tow lam d.ph'ysical-and men- sox_:. NYLS will miss you.
suade you from this g_o gl: As one can clearly .
tal wieck and my doctor tells me "I'm-on the
PROF. ZUPANCIC, whose classes I thor- · see from his-letter of resignation, ·he had no
'l_erg~ of de:velqpi~g-c;olitis. Tli~ YC?U, ~ew Qughly enjoyed, d~spite my inability to stay concept of the responsibili~ies entailed by
York Law School. _
..
awake. ·
·,
the position he sought when.he ran for office.
~
VINNE . and CARMELLO, Assistant The title '"SBA Presiden( should not just be
. The NYLS ~dministrati~n has, done all _D~ans for ve~ical motion. "OYE. OYE. You something sought in order to decorate-your
it could.,.to make life miserable for. its :;t~ crazy•. m~:ml"
.
resume. If.more people were willing to de- de_nts-. In our first year, we·nad· two profes._ JONAH !RIEBWASSER, the Ayatollah. vote some time .t o the student organizations
sors who had never_,tau_g h! beJore, and who - Ycn.f baf?tard, Triebwasser. You shanghaied (the S~A isn't the only influential body at this
s had very -1\ttle pracfica~ legal experience. I me.~Twoyearsago, Y!'.>Uaskedmeifl'dlike_to fow. school), lhe incompetents wo·uldn't surnever reqlized h_QW. little Proeer.ty and Civil help out OD the paper, maybe a fe~ hours !=I vive because the competents would emerge
Procedur~ lciw ._I knew until_ I- too)... Wills, month. WUhin two months"! wa~ an editor. and, hopefully, be recognized. If you refqse
· Trusts ·and• "Future .. Interest~. :-Real Estate I've slqyed away _in the dungeon-you call an to get involved, you may as well recite every
Transactions, and- Debtor-Creditor? in my office. "I've put more time into the paper than I complaint that you _have into a tape recorder
thirc:~ year. _
'
.
thought possible ... evenings, ... weekends. and play it back to yourself because you, my
.. In our. sec.9nd· y~r -~we , .had another What a pain in the ass. You lied to me, Trieb- friend, are to blame.
"rookie".. This professor had very little teach- wasser, but I love you for if. £QUI-TAS made
You ca;n't say; "the student organi:i;a, ing experience and' had tro_u
ble
controlling
law
school
worth
all
the
heartache.
You
tions
are powerless so why should I waste
.
.,
.
.
the class. H~r lmowl~ge of U.~. hist_ory was showed me that a dictatorial, reactionary, my time." Every one of us has heard the sayvirtually .non-existent and 'in Constitutional ex-cop can be lovable.
·
ing "in unity there is strength". This rule has
Law a knowledge of history is ~xtremely
~
·
recently been proved true at NYLS. Everyone
importan,t.
likeJo·say farewell and good luck to thought that the Alumni Association was
You would tlifrik,that afJer two years the my fellow editors .-and_classmates, Marie. unconquerable mass of mE}andering cronies
powers,,.t hat-be woula·have some mercy on_ -Rich~dson, Ken Smqll, and.Judy Waldman. until• N!arshall Lippman· was able to-show
us_. NO WA_Y: W.e gpt ~ct~\11{~ again by our 1t·~·been fun, people: _.
t~at through organization," results could be
.final required.. course. ti _I never ..h~ the ·
, Finally. I',9 like· t9 say goodbye ~o !.m y achieved. 'fl?,e result was three representan~e Rothko ·ag&in; il will Q.ot be s09n colleagues in Battling Section C._ We han- tives on the Alumni Association Board of
.- -- enough. .•., ,
___ _
· dled.everything the sch90l threw at us. They Di_rector~. Organization does work.
:couldn't beat us. As we march down.the aisle,
· .Tnis ~ not ·t9 that Y{e 'h~e-a poor on June 3, heads held high, plJ.l1)1~ h~s . I wish that I- had .real;ed in my first
fac~l~y;. On the· contrary, we have -a very proudly ·d!splayed on our chests,· we.'shall year here that changes were necessary and
that I was the one who had to make them. So
good faculty: fi'.s:just that a professor~should know that WE HAVE WON.
"
~
"
now I am speaking to all you first-year stunoMeach"an important r ~_red s¢>j~
.
,
_
.
,
Jerry
Weiss
.
dents.
You.'re in your second s~mester now.
f~re he ,9r she has at least a :few years-of
""'Advertising Manager ~,_r.itus
.
(please tum to page nineteen)
teatji~g experience;
' -::. . .
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(continued from Jl8SI• ten)

ter, more effective voice in the Administra- To the Editor:
York State. Our purpose in creating COPsimply do whateyer-wefeel to be in the best_ tion. In the final anal.Ysis, it is the quality of
I am writing to respond to Andrew · SAR is to inform students in graduate
interests of the student body. Rather, with the leadership that is,more important (as Franklin's letter in the last edition of schools as to the facts concerning abortion
''neither purse nor •Sword," our effective- well as more effective) than the particular E.QUITAS. Mr. Franklin, a candidate for and the proposals pending the State Legisness lies in our ability to persuade."With division from which the Viee-President or SBA President, suggested that the SBA.be lature which threaten a woman's right to
reason, wit h intellect, with affirmative ac- any other pfficer happens to-comes.
divided into a Day: and an Evening division. . c:!toose. COPSAR also provides a means for
tion if the situation requires. And herein
·
·
'
Executive Council While this sug gestion has a·superflcial ap- interested students ivho are pressed for
- lies the sti'ength ofthe current SBA. Effec-:
Student Bar Association peal; it belies a-laek of understanding of the• · time to p_a rticipate in effective lobbying
tivenes<and good leadership, not confron- problems of the SBA in New York Law and letter-writing campaigns on key bills.
tation and anarchy.
To the Editor:
School;
.
.,. We are committed to maintaining free-....
If Mr. Franklin feels that separate
MikeSoltis'sMarchEQUITASarticle,
All the students need a single unified., dom of choice in the matter of abortion.
government for the day and eveimfg divi- "G~rge 'Washfugton' and the N~ti;nal voice to present bot_h creative suggestions Recent.court decisions are legislative acts
sions would benefit tb_e entire student Labor Relations Boai;d!~ makes what I be- for the improvement of the,school and cor- have chipped away at hard-won rights:
body, then he-could have and should have lieve to be an erroneous and confusing as- rectiv,e measures for students who are un- Since the passage of the Hyde Amendment
come to the meetings and brought the topic sumption. He posits-union representation fairly treated. If the SBA has failed~ rep- which cut off federal funa s for abortions
into a forum where something could ~ electjons as "simi!_ar to political elections'r resent all students, day and evening, .then ,which were not "medically necessary," all
done. Frankly, we_feel that such a proposal . Two adversaries, in -his analogy, "the 'm- our effort must be to find·a way ti>bring the but 6 states have enacted similarly res_tiic:
would create more problems' t!um it would 'cumbent' ~mplqyer'' .5:Uld ''the 'challenger'_ knowledge and experience of the evening tive laws. New York still provides Medisolve and would lead to more-alienation, union," vie for votes. ls this what a UQion _students together with the enthusiasm of caid funding for abortions although the
not less. The pr:9blems and issues that the representation election is sll about?
. the day students.,
Connelly amendment (New York's version
SBA has ~n involved with are those that °' Althoµgn the Board has pemutted and
The SBA needs the participation ofthe_ of the .Hyde Arnendmept) was ~ost p~illff'ect all stu<lenf.s alike:- day and evening. has regulated employer involvement in un- evening students at its meetings. The sed last year and,will be considered by the
N o program or actions taken have ever' ion representation elections, employers ·meetings should, therefore, be scheduled Legislaturebeforydtvotesonthe~wbudbeen 'exclusively geared.toW!ffl day stu- should be prohibited. from any involve-· to accomodate @th sets of representa- get, Other proposals before the.Legisladents~ There is no "seemingly insoluable tnent. When ballots offer clioice among un- ~ves. The s ~ n~s of the eve~divi- tun, this term include-a bil) requiring doc-.
problem" of ~~~tiling meetings conve- _ions and permit an employee to check "no ~on should be presented to the a,dnumstra- tors to inform parents of minors who seek
nient to both aay and evening students. union~, is tne employee voting for the em- tion as part of the needs of the studel)t body abortio~, and a,callfor a Federal ConstituOur many m~tings this past year have ·pJoyer? Th'e purpose of a union'representa- as a whole.
. - ~
tional Convention. .You will recaU..that the
beenwellattendedbyactiveandconcerned tion- election is to choose a union rep- - For example, ~me ? ".erung stude~ts ·1ast convention was held in 1787 and-sup-rep resentatives from the evening division. resentative or to ch~ "not to be rep- have told m~ that there 15 a prot,lem With plies us few g_round rules for a modern verYet , our chief complaint is that Mr. Frank--- resented by a union. The employer is.not a the short lib~ hours. on weekends; _, sion. Such a Convention could well oyerlin has never confronted the SBA directly part to th l •
, weekends are their only t1me of access to •
,
.
e e ection.
th lib
This
·t h uld be
led- turn .a womans tenuously-held nght to
·
·
Y
• coup
andhaswaitedwiththisinordertopackan
Mr. Soltis'sanalogymightbemoreap_e rary.
req_ues s O
choose abortion.
issue in his campaign
plicable when employers and employees with otber s_u ggestions for th~ nnprove· Based ~n the tremendous· outpouring
The further Bl:cusation that the SBAis through their freely chosen _union enter ment of the li~rary; e.g.' enforcmg.the re- f
b NYLS t d ts facult
"do.ted" by day students is also er;
shelving requirement, obtaining current,· otaffsuppodadminisy. t · ~ u en '
ttey,
~ The SBA is representative,.
,
- an· arena boo' ~--andpen'odi"calsi·ns~;ni;~Mareasof
s . an
t_r a 10nmow:recent 1
e _r
roneous.
with into
h collective bargairling
- ' ad
~
class representatives elected from class "JI ere ~e parties are in an versarial re- law · and improving the • physical dnye, COPSAR 15 a_badly needed orgaru.
.,,, lationship. The- only thing common be- en~.
- -nm'ent.
_. zat1o_n. The'!etters signed by NYLS com• "v
sections in both divisions. If "donunation
The proposed di·,,..,;
m_uruty me]llbers
_ were personally deis meant to refer to the fact that the current tween political elections~and union rep• = 0 n of the SBA 18
-resentation
elections
is
that
they
are-both
not
a
soluti
"
on
and
m·
·
f:,,,,..
would
contribute
_
live.....A
to
the
legislators
on March 13th by
SBA Vi<!e-President is a day student, he
<M
• ~'1
1
1
can only feel flattered that his _presence is e ections.
• ,
'to t he problem. We need a unified voice to 30 representatives of COPSAR and stuthought to create a "domination" of the·enJ effrey Kaufman represent students more than ever. To dent supporters. Among the 1~ sch8?1s we
tire SB:A. Daniel Chavezwas duly elected
Class of 1981 suggest divisi~n of the ~BA in light of our · reP,re~n~, -over 7,600 letters were signed.
to -the -office of Vice-President as a Tothe Editor:
current lack of unity indicates Mr. Frank- R0!ct1ons- wete generally favorable, ~d
represenbltive-elect of the ~vening divi'. Manythankstoallthosewhonelpec:l~ lin's lackofawareness and of participation ~ e -we~ able to m~t many of the legISsion while an evening division student.
make.'Tlie Sl ccrnd Second Annual NYLS this past year. ·
~tors directly; ~ ther t ~ theirs~ aides.
•s "secessionist's" . Revue a-great succesp - ~ . crew, and
. V incent O'Hara Most of the l'e_J>resentatives I VlSlted feft
'1n Mr. - ~
_
_ · ·
·
Medicaid funding of abortions .would be inviews, he p ~ form over substanee:•ae audiem.-e!
And thank you EQUJTAS forp romot"
eluded in this year's budget.
· '"
exploits the artificial ,"division" between
da and ' ·
J
hi h if ~
m
th ~ cti
I
· te
To tlie Editor:
.
- Lobbying le~tors is an important
y
evenmg ~tt. ents w . c ' cong
e y,•vuU on.
appreeia your
a---,..1·vi·ty which st.oul
" d be done.by an
· . CI·ti·tinu~. will do irreparal>le hann to· the suppbrt.
The Coalition of.Professional Students "~
n
NYLScornmunity. Mr. ·. Franklinalsotakes
Sincerely, for _ Abortion Rights _ (COPSAR) was zens, but especially by attorneys and
pot shots at tlie SBA without telling us~haw.
Martin Brandfon formed in'the fall of 1978 in response t? the attorneys-«rbe. As ~ture lawyers, we
separate governm~nt would lead to.a' bet' · 'SO.Section A criticaf status of abortion rights in New have a vested interest in supporting laws
·"
which we think are fair and just. Lobbying
doesn't necessarily involve a large expenditltl"e of time or money; rather, it can be as
simple as a postcard or Mailgram to your
representatives when an important bill is
before the Legislature. Ofcourse, personal
lobbying is the most effective, since the
. legislator can clearly
your commitment
to .the issue . This enables you t o persuade
him or her on the particular proposal. As
lawyers, ' you will have a first hand opportunity to use your legal education, your
experience with clients and your status in
· the · community to influence government.
Don't blow it!
Thanks to all who signed letters,
donated what they could to defer our printing costs,· and gave moral support to a previously disillusioned and cynical law stu- .
sent. A special thanks to those who assisted me in ''manning'' the table. Anyone
interested in more information' about
COPSAR and its activities should contact
~eat (212} ~672.
~"
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by James Gelb

,SBA Results

I

esting suggesti_on at a March 21 meeting
by Martha Suhayda
The Placement Offi~ is still without:a
·was to divide the Placement .Office in two,
Electjons for SBA representatives
permanent"'diiector, but efforts to find a •
. ..... with Frances Freidl_!lan working with the were held March 21 and 22. ~esults were
new placement officer continue. In the
- ,.
top ten percent, and the rest of the office as follows: first year evening, section A-meanµme, former Placement Officer Vera
I!: working with the "bottom $ety percent." Ralph ·Clifford, Robert C. Klein; section
Sullivan' has estalilished a.private career
~
Vera _Sullivan, reached by telephone, B~ ames Lettiere, Gail Wilson; first year
counseling service which she reports is al- .
a: Oatly denied rumors t hat s he had been .day, section A~o~nne CeJusak, Todd C.
ready very busy.
·•
pressured to•Jeave her position as a result Conormon, Michael Costa; section B-Dede
Tlie school's efforts to find someone to
1 of running ' a private counseling service Heatwole, Wm. Terry Krueger; section C- .S from her office at NYLS.-Dean Beam ad- Jim Rot h and Susan Steiger (tie), Ted
replace Sullivan resulted in about fifty :re.,
~ukla Broekf11an
mitted that Sullivan had. once been told Weathers; seC()nd year MYA- Bruce Klein,
_ sponses. Out of this number, approximaMY- five.people were-chosen for. _
inter-~ Pam Lamberg, -and Assistant Director of t hat she was e ~ted to, devote· all her· Bert O'Brentz; !!econd year evening, secviews. At least two of these applicants · -the Placement Office, Kukla Broekman;
energies to ·her job at NYLS and that a tion A- Eric Albert; second year day, secBroelariari also select.ed four stud.ents private counseling pi:actice would be con- · .tion A--Martin Branfon, Aspasia Comnas,
have been interviewe<l, but bot h have. ·
turned down the job. ·~ n!fucting th~ in_:. from different classes and,groups to give sidered a "conflict of interest." However, Andrew Franklin· section B~ulia L.
~rviews are Associate Dean Beam, Assis- student input on what is desired from the Dean Beam denied t hat ~ullivan had been McClure, Ray O'H~, Vincent F . O'Hara;
tant Dean"' Scanlon, Personnel Director new Placement Direct.or. ·Their most inter- p;ressured'to leave
·
..
• .
·
section C-Amie Reinhertz.

i

S

.30 ·

·'30.

After first year, school g; ts easier. Get in- piecemeal support which currently exists f~r doing_a ·poor job. I must disagree. I ob_volved in ~tudenr groups and organizations, when each stu~~ nt organization has to pre- tained three jobs directly through that office,
whether ifbe EQUITAS, -the SBA, BAISA, or · sent its case to the .Administration sep- includingthepermanentorrewhi~h:,I'llbegin
whatever. They're <ill organizations th¢, if arately. Each orgqnization could-still pursue after theJ3ar (and I-'m not-on.Law Review). A
effectively utilized, ·c an chdtlge things at its causes Se?=Uately if it chose to do so, but., law degree is not an automatic bestower of
NYLS. You must remember to disregard on important matt~rs each of the student or-- job offer$;.•The job market is Iike any other
statements, such as one II_lade hy,a r~fontly .ganizations would-be utilizing its strengths market. It is governed by the law of supply
promoted assistant dean, -th~ . students are toward a single goal.
'
and demand. Right now the market is a Httle
only here for three years whereas the Ad·
·
'over-supplied, so you have to have the ereministration will be around a lot longer. The
- Getting ofi my political soapbox; I'd_ dentials or skills that are in demand. Vera
fact of the matter is"that S\lre, we'll only be like to ~ake some gener~l comments: ~er- Sulliv~ ~r Kukla Broekman cannot give you
here for three years but we've got tQ live with , all, I've had a g ~ time,}1e~e <:1t I~ _sc~ool. those s r~entials or those skills.
our diplomas for the rest of our lives:·Hope- I've met some of the nicest ~pie and some
~fully, this type of adm~trativeattitudewill ·of t~e worst s.o.b.'s I have ever met in my:
I thank the newspaper and my.involvebe ·s cuttied_withDeart Bruce at·the helm. .
life. My ,w orst experiencecwas with a profes- ment in it for giving me this qpportunity to_
The way to increase student stz:ength is sor who doesn't- belong in a cl9ssroom. I spill my guts. In .particular I thank.Jonah
through greater student unity, something don:t cctre· if a professor 'd oesn't know how Triebwasser and-Ellen, Leon<ird~Ross. 'Jerry
the Administration wants to prevent. My pro- to teach, because many things you can learn Weiss, Linda _Rawson,~ Qenn~s SttµcenP9s¢ is to-have.a new organization wJ:iich on your own,_bµt this particulµr professor broeker, Marie Richardson, Ken Small, Denwould either' replace the SBA (which_can be was th~lowest ~ I ever met. Don't get ~ e nis Gagnon; and _all the prior-:and future scrapped altogether, <IS far as I'm concerned) wrong - I ~on't want to slight professors in Editors and Staff with whomd 've come in
'or coexist with it.- This new organization general., 'fliere are some great people.wp.o contact, for showing kindness"·' and cons idcould-be callecl so~ething li5e_."The Student are:Professors here at N)'LS. Included'~ mY. eration toward me because I knovv that at .
Council" and,woula be coll_lposed of one rep- list of ~·great" are professors who have not tirpes-I am not the easiest person·t·o g~t al_Qng
resentative horn each of the-student organi~ "published scholarly works".
with. I wish good luck to ~11 my cla ssmates in
zations: one from Moot Court, one from Law
The· anonymous grading system is, in the Class of 1979 and the almighty Section
·Review, one from EQUITAS-, ...etc. This "Stu- ' my opinion, a h~d. Over these !hree years I "C". And, of course I wish the best of luck to
(; dent Council" -wouid thereby receive infor-· have gathered enough evidence to convince the new Editors and Staff of EQUITAS who
mation from the entire interested student me that professors either know whose ex- I'm sure will do a great job.
body~ its leaders. Problems presented to amination they are grading or they k;now
the council would be a c:ted upon immed- · your cumulatiy~ grade poi~t average_which "--30-,-"
iately by mgjoritX vote 9f the representa- . they then use as a "guide" to grade your
-Peter A. Scheschuk
tives. The Co~cil would have the support of. e,xam;
.
.
the entire student body, r~ther than the
Everyon' c_riticizes the Placement Office
Business Manager Emeritus
h
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...of unique, nostalgic, and specialty Items.- miny Collector Items
with good Investment possibilities. Items include: coin~. ~tamps,
11ntlqu~s. artwork, comic books, old rec~rds, old magazines, old
-photos, books,,buttoos, and many others.
' Send, 50¢ (deductible with first order) to:
\_

. Frank Louis -

P.O.Sox548
Allwood Station
Clifton, New Jersey 07012.

I

Brit• _Duy Dl.scount Liquors ·t
2 7-5 Church Street

) .

i.•• **-* Lo_w est New :Y~rk Prices***
NO FRILLS!
•i .
l
Vodka & Gin from $3.92 a q-t.
!·
Rum & ·Rye from $4.05 a· qt_. ·
•i _
10% Dl~cou~t ~n cases of wine _
•

Store Hours: 8-6:30 Mon.•Fri.
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FINAL BOOK DISTRIBUTION DAV THIS SEMESTER!$

} ., ' TUES,DAY, APRIL / '!, 1~79 ' ., ,• .

• (,,./\\('

FROM 10'AM-6 PM IN 47WORTH STREET LOUNGE ~ if.'1:i'
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